Alma Mater
by Louis Corson

Alma, our Alma Mater,
The home of Mountaineers.
Sing we of thy honor,
Everlasting through the years.
Alma, our Alma Mater,
We pledge in song to you.
Hail, all hail, our Alma Mater,
West Virginia “U.”
Congratulations on reaching a pivotal milestone.

With hard work and dedication, you have scaled a steep summit. But as the word “commencement” implies, your real journey is only now beginning.

You will undoubtedly make some unexpected detours along the way. I certainly have, in the 48 years since I donned my own cap and gown.

You may doubt your direction at times.

But the unique skills and strengths you honed here will drive you forward.

The hopes and goodwill of 190,000 other West Virginia University graduates will sustain you.

And your own beliefs and values will guide you to the perfect destination.

You are a Mountaineer.

Your future is as boundless as your dreams.

Let’s go.

Sincerely,

E. Gordon Gee
President
West Virginia University
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Information for Graduates and Guests

AMBASSADORS AND VOLUNTEERS
Gold and Blue Student Ambassadors and University volunteers are available to assist you. Look for individuals wearing West Virginia University name tags.

ACCOMMODATIONS
If you made arrangements with the Office of Accessibility Services, please follow the instructions that were provided to you. If you did not make arrangements prior to Commencement, a staff member from the Office of Accessibility Services will be happy to assist you. Accessible seating is available on a first-come, first-served basis.

COURTESY
West Virginia University asks that guests remain in their seats. For the safety and security of the participants, guests are not permitted to approach the stage to take personal photos of, present gifts to, or congratulate the graduates. Air horns or other noise-making devices should not be used. Please turn your cell phone to “silent” and remember that graduates will remain with their class for the duration of the ceremony. Your cooperation is appreciated.

DIPLOMAS
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the West Virginia University Office of the University Registrar. Registration for graduation does not ensure that graduate names appear in this program, and this document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Participation in Commencement does not constitute graduation from West Virginia University. Students who have met the academic criteria required for their program of study will have their degree conferred by the University and will receive their diploma in the mail. Please contact the Office of the University Registrar at 304-293-5355 or registrar@mail.wvu.edu with questions.

EMERGENCY INFORMATION
In an emergency, event staff will guide guests and graduates to the nearest exit. If medical attention is needed, EMS is available to assist. Please seek out a Gold and Blue Student Ambassador or other volunteer to assist you.

FLORAL SALES
Proceeds benefit West Virginia University’s Horticulture Club and Plant and Soil Sciences Club.

LOST AND FOUND
Please call 304-293-7132 to make inquiries about any lost and found items. Unclaimed items will be retained for 90 days.

PHOTOGRAPHY
West Virginia University contracts with GradImages to capture the special memories of Commencement. A photograph of each student will be taken as he or she crosses the stage. Graduates will be sent electronic copies of their photo proofs within 48 hours of their ceremony. All electronic communication will be private and secure and will be sent to the email address indicated by the graduate. Visit gradimages.com for complete information.

SURVEY
Following the ceremony, please take a moment to share your opinion of WVU Commencement. Your responses will be used to strengthen and shape future events: graduation.wvu.edu.

West Virginia University is a tobacco-free campus.
Commencement Traditions

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY SEAL
The West Virginia University Board of Regents adopted the seal on June 15, 1869. The Regents’ original, handwritten resolution is located in the University Archives at the Wise Library. The Greek motto inscribed in the inner circle translates to: “Add to your faith virtue and to virtue knowledge.” The Latin verse inscribed on the outer circle translates to: “Seal of the West Virginia University. Established 7 February, 1867.” The hills depicted behind Woodburn Circle reflect the institution’s stability, and a rising sun indicates its prosperity.

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY MACE
The mace is a symbolic tradition that originated during the Middle Ages. The University Marshal brings this ornamental staff of authority to the platform and taps it three times to signify the beginning of the ceremony. It represents the official authority of the University president and precedes him or her during Commencement and inauguration.

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY ACADEMIC REGALIA
The history of academic regalia worn today dates to the Middle Ages. The oldest universities of northern Europe evolved from ecclesiastical institutions where both faculty and students were regarded as part of the clergy and dressed in clerical garb. The head covering of modern academic costume was developed from the skullcap worn by the clergy in cold weather to protect their tonsured heads. At universities, this skullcap acquired a point on top, which gradually evolved into a tassel. The bonnet with tassel is still worn by some, but the mortarboard is more common.

The gown worn today evolved from the habit worn by Benedictine monks. No trimming is found on bachelor’s or master’s gowns, but for those holding doctoral degrees, the gown is faced down the front and trimmed on the sleeves with velvet.

Today’s hood is colored according to the scholarly field of the individual and bears the official colors of the institution that conferred the degree.

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL
The sequence of the processional is as follows: deans, degree candidates, faculty, platform party, honored guests, and University president.

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY MARSHALS
The tradition of academic marshals comes from storied English universities. The Grand Marshal is the chief protocol officer who coordinates the ceremonial traditions of Commencement, including the processional and recessional. The Grand Marshal is also responsible for the school’s relics, including the mace and batons. Marshals are typically members of the faculty. Student marshals may be selected to help facilitate individual ceremonies.

2016 GRAND MARSHAL
Chad N. Proudfoot

2016 UNIVERSITY MARSHALS
Terence Ahern
Kashy Aminian
Clifton Bishop
Jessica Bishop
Matt Blommel
Gregory Epps
Amy Fiske
Aaron Gale
Tesfa Gebremedhin
Robert Gerbo
Margaret Glenn
Lora Groves
Joe Hagan
General McArthur Hambrick
Janet Hunt
Mark Jerabek
Hillar Klandorf
Jane LaBarbara
Kevin Larkin
Joy Maramba
Michael McCawley
Marjorie McDiarmid
Susan Morgan
Graham Peace
Jeff Petersen
Susan Pinto
Charles Ponte
Geah Pressgrove
Jessica Queener
President Honorary Doctorate

MAZIN M.A. JUMAAH, PH.D.
President
Royal University for Women

Professor Mazin Mohammed Ali Jumaah is an academician of 40 years. He received his bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering from Baghdad University and earned his master’s and doctorate in control engineering in 1976 from Bradford University.

Professor Jumaah began his academic career as a lecturer and was awarded a full professorship after 15 years. His career in academia led to leadership positions. His first managerial role was as head of department in 1977. This was followed by a deanship, vice presidency and by 1987, he became a university president. He has held that position at various reputable institutions, each time, transforming them while enhancing the educational environment.

Professor Jumaah has published over 100 books and papers and has presented at many conferences. He has played a pivotal role in integrating vocational, technical and engineering education with industry.

In 2013, he was appointed to the Bahrain Higher Education Council and was involved in strategic decision-making to implement the strategic higher education objectives of the Kingdom of Bahrain.

In 2015 he was appointed to the advisory board of Tamkeen, a semigovernment organization tasked with driving sustainable economic development through the private sector.

In 2016, he became a member of the advisory committee of the National Authority for Qualifications and Quality Assurance of Education and Training. He is involved in decision-making on the Kingdom’s higher education quality framework and the alignment of domestic and foreign qualifications on the Bahrain’s National Qualifications Framework.

Professor Jumaah has received numerous international awards, including in 2011, the World Education Congress Asia Award. In 2012, he received the International Socrates award from the Europe Business Assembly.

Professor Jumaah has served as the President of Royal University for Women (RUW) since 2007. He has been instrumental in building and strengthening the relationship between RUW and West Virginia University.

Commencement Speaker

SEAN MCWILLIAMS, PH.D.
Assistant Professor
West Virginia University
Department of Physics and Astronomy

1.3 billion years ago, in a galaxy far, far away, two black holes collided with each other, emitting a burst of gravitational waves that momentarily carried more energy than all of the stars in the visible Universe. The signal headed toward Earth, and on September 14, 2015, it passed through the Advanced LIGO detectors. No previous detector could have sensed this tiny signal, but Advanced LIGO, being the most sensitive gravitational-wave observatory ever built, was able to make a detection.

Since then, we have detected at least one other signal, and expect many more in the coming years, both from Advanced LIGO as well as from other instruments, such as the NANOGrav pulsar timing array and, eventually, a space-based observatory.

Sean McWilliams is an Assistant Professor of Physics and Astronomy at West Virginia University. Prior to that, he was a postdoctoral fellow at Princeton and Columbia Universities and at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. He completed his M.S. and Ph.D. in Physics at the University of Maryland College Park, and B.S.’s in Physics and in Astronomy and Astrophysics from the Pennsylvania State University, University Park.

McWilliams’s research is in theoretical astrophysics, with an emphasis in gravitational-wave astrophysics, including source modeling of compact object binaries for Advanced LIGO and future space-based observatories, and population modeling of supermassive black-hole binaries for NANOGrav and other pulsar timing arrays.
Order of Exercises

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY COMMENCEMENT
December 16, 2016

*Please stand.

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL
Brett Miller

MASTER OF CEREMONIES
Bill Nevin

*NATIONAL ANTHEM
Members of the West Virginia University Choirs

*ALMA MATER
Members of the West Virginia University Choirs

WELCOME
E. Gordon Gee
President
West Virginia University

PRESIDENTIAL HONORARY DOCTORATE PRESENTATION
E. Gordon Gee

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Sean McWilliams, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
West Virginia University
Department of Physics and Astronomy

SIMPLE GIFTS
Members of the West Virginia University Choirs

PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES
Joyce McConnell
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
West Virginia University

School of Dentistry
School of Pharmacy
School of Public Health
School of Medicine
School of Nursing
College of Law
College of Creative Arts
Reed College of Media
College of Business and Economics
Davis College of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Design
College of Education and Human Services
College of Physical Activity and Sport Sciences
Benjamin M. Statler College of Engineering and Mineral Resources
Eberly College of Arts and Sciences

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
E. Gordon Gee

*COUNTRY ROADS

RECESSIONAL
Brett Miller
Master of Science

August 2016

ENDODONTICS

   Emma Christine Hunter
   Wisam Sakr

Bachelor of Science

August 2016

DENTAL HYGIENE

   Sarah Ann McCauley
Doctor of Philosophy

August 2016
PHARMACEUTICAL AND PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Amy Lynn Mihalchik

December 2016
HEALTH SERVICES AND OUTCOMES RESEARCH
Ishveen Kaur Chopra

PHARMACEUTICAL AND PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Christina Nicole Byrne-Hoffman
Tori Terrell Hall
Ahmad Mah'd Hanif
Grant Caleb O'Connell
Doctor of Philosophy

August 2016
EPIDEMIOLOGY
Termeh Marie Feinberg

December 2016
SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
Halima Ahmadi-Montecalvo
Sherry Lynn Owens

OCCUPATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCES
Katelyn Siegrist

Master of Public Health

August 2016
EPIDEMIOLOGY
Janelle Christine Stricker

HEALTH POLICY
Azsra Rayyisa Mathar

September 2016
OCCUPATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCES
Alexandria Rae Dzomba
Spencer Murdock
Karen Sitter

SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
Jose Orlando Gonzalez Lopez
John David Yauch

Master of Science

August 2016
SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION
Michelle Aileen Domingo

December 2016
BIOSTATISTICS
Mathew James Bruckner
Lucas Cameron Moore

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Jeffrey Coben
Interim Dean

* Cum Laude   ** Magna Cum Laude   *** Summa Cum Laude   † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Doctor of Philosophy

August 2016
CANCER CELL BIOLOGY
Brian Madajewski

CELLULAR AND INTEGRATIVE PHYSIOLOGY
Steven David Brooks

IMMUNOLOGY AND MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY
Carrie Mae Long

December 2016
BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Kimberly Michele Alonge

CANCER CELL BIOLOGY
Daniel Burton Vanderbilt

EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
William Kyle Mandler
Danielle Lee Shepherd

IMMUNOLOGY AND MICROBIAL PATHOGENESIS
Beth Alexandra Bachert
Cynthia Marie McMillen

NEUROSCIENCE
Abigail Katharine Myers
Helen Mary Lynn Rodgers

Doctor of Medicine

December 2016
Christopher Lloyd Bellew
Carrie Ann Moore
Mark Kirschner Radow
Daniel Burton Vanderbilt
Joseph Zachary Wiley

Master of Occupational Therapy

August 2016
Cara Joan Bacher

* Cum Laude    ** Magna Cum Laude    *** Summa Cum Laude    † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Science

August 2016
EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
   Erica M. Casto
   Eiman Elhanesh
   Corey Scott Moore
   Roy Christopher Skinner

EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
   Callie Elizabeth Goodwin
   Jacob Andrew Hahn
   Kelly Elizabeth Miller

EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
   Matthew John Brooks
   Austen Ray Vickers

HEALTH SCIENCES
   Carly Mikala Buser

December 2016
BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
   Colton John Koontz
   Seth Michael Stine

MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE
   David Angelo Fragale
   Ikegai Iseyeh Lenyee
   Jena Mikala Buser

Master of Health Sciences

December 2016
PATHOLOGISTS’ ASSISTANT
   Khalaiah Brenda Barnes
   Daniel Beck
   Stacy Ann Davis
   Darryl Joseph Duncan
   Hannah Elena Hadaway

EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
   Jennifer Kingsbury James
   Ashley Morgan Kelty
   Kristen Marie Kirsch
   Kermit Allan McCormack
   Chloe Lynn Padasak

EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
   Catherine Elizabeth Plischke
   Emily Danielle Ritrosky
   Sierra-Nicole Kealoha Shepard
   Riki Louise Turri

Bachelor of Science

August 2016
EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
   Alison Leigh Amick
   * Isabella Milan Anile
   * Trey Michael Bracy
   Jonathan Irving Brager
   * Sean Houston Brown
   Marina Ciamella
   Monica Ann Daggett
   Micaela Rae DeWitt
   Reilly Elaine Geiss
   Cody David Green
   Lauren E. Hatala
   Ian Alexander Henry
   Jalena Lee Marshall
   †*** Joshua Jay Moore
   Caitlin Ragan

MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE
   David Angelo Fragale
   Ikegai Iseyeh Lenyee
   †*** Joshua Jay Moore
   Caitlin Ragan

December 2016
EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
   Justin James Arndt
   Maria Dianne Auber
   Jacob Michael Baker
   Ericka Leigh Beller
   Jordan Terri Bennett
   *** Carly Elizabeth Black
   Erika Brensinger
   Meghan Elizabeth Ciccarelli
   Robert James Cicchino
   Emily Elizabeth Cosalter
   * Amanda Jean Crossman
   Breann N. Dean
   Shannon Margaret Fuller

EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
   Catherine Elizabeth Plischke
   Emily Danielle Ritrosky
   Sierra-Nicole Kealoha Shepard
   Riki Louise Turri

* Adam Lane Jeffries
   Kayla D. Lewis
   Megan Renee Lloyd
   Omar Mozahem
   Steven Gregory Peters
   Lydia Elizabeth Pierson

†*** Cole W. Salmons
   Ryan Peter Silberg
   Cody Lee Smith
   Haydon Trevor Stanley
   Jeffrey Tyler Stivason
   Jordan Paul Twigg

Certificate

August 2016
EMERGENCY MEDICINE
   Brent Gregory Glover
   Beth Ann Hakala
   Jeffrey Raymond Norwood

* Cum Laude         ** Magna Cum Laude      *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
SCHOOL OF NURSING

Tara Hulsey
Dean

Doctor of Nursing Practice

August 2016
Elizabeth Ann Hutchinson Bosley
Beth Ann White

December 2016
Cathy Mae McCoy

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

August 2016
* Emily Ann Lane Agee
* Abidemi Anike Modinat Ajayi
* Sarah Elizabeth Buskirk
Crystal Danielle Corica
* Kristen Cottrill
Michelle Marie Cozza
Katie Lynn Foltz
Jessica Lynn Fowler
* Courtney Nicole Harrah
Sierra Brooke Hott
*** Rebekah Rose Hoxie
Zachary Alexander Keaton
* Sydney Jo Kell
* Tucker Brooks Kesling
*** Jacob Key
** Robert Joseph Kozlowski
Derek Evan McWilliams
†** Katherine Pauline Moore
Lora Lynn Morehead

December 2016
* Julia Taylor Palmer
** Kimberly Dawn Polinik
Brandy Jo Prater
Keri Ann Roskowski
* Katherine Lee Stewart
Judith Kaitlyn Tonkery
Mariah Layne Williams
Sabrina Elyse Adams
Fawaz Ateeq Alharbi
Andrew Paul Allen
Natalia Arboleda
* Kristen Lynn Campbell
Matthew Joseph Clark
Megan Rose Cook
* Lacey Elizabeth Cyphers
Warren Tyler Deitz
* Amy Marie DiNicola

* Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science in Nursing - RN

August 2016
* Lindsay Shay Adkins
  David Aaron Bailey
  Catherine G. Barrett
  Sarah Elizabeth Marie Bradshaw
* Miriam Jean Brancato
*** Jacquelynn Lorena Browning
*** Kari Beth Combs
  Steven Robert Cumberledge
  Georgeanna Davis
* Arianna Spring Debar
  Kaitlin Nicole Earle
  Brittany Renee Edwards
  Jessica Diane Ferreebe
** Daonna Autumn Fox
*** Tiffany Renee Fulton
** Steven Ray Furches
  Jamie Danielle Garnes
*** Victor Ludorum Gomes
* Logan Brooke Goodwin
  Russell William Gray
* Raylynn Marie Gross
  Andrea Janine Hartman
*** Hannah Dawn Hellem
  Gwen Michelle Humble
  Rachel Ilene Ice
* Jeremiah Jackson
  Kaitlyn Kindler
  Gregory Joseph Kolar
  Natasha Nicole Kowalczyk
  * Maria Dawn Lantz
  Tammy Lynn Lilly
** Makenzie Beth Long
  Bridget Michele Lowers
  Ashley Dawn Martin
* Casey Beth McCord
  Tamiki Marie Mehaffey
  Kelli Leigh Mitchell
  Erin Ann Myers
* Brittany Nicole Parker
  Sara Elizabeth Prichard
* Susan Michelle Prince
  Sydney Meredith Pudder
  Brittany Dawn Rayner
  Tarrin Blake Rollins
** Sarah Elizabeth Sampson
** Christopher Ray Schrader
*** Kristina Nicole Schrader
  Jennifer Lynn Short
  Jared Daniel Simpson
  Matthew Robert Stawarz
  Gayle Lynn Stone
  Jessica Lyn Swearingen
** Brandi Rae Vance
** Brittany D. White
** Amy Beth Willis
  Megan Nicole Wilmoth
  Katherine Marie Withrow

December 2016
* Holly Renee Norman
  William Jackson Roberts
Doctor of Jurisprudence

August 2016
Warren Lyons Hilsbos
Ashley Elizabeth Reynolds
Teresa Marie Rodeheaver
Samuel Garrett Wyco II

December 2016
Eric J. Landes
Jessica L. Smith
Jordan Dawson Smith

Master of Laws

December 2016
ENERGY AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT LAW
Laura E. Griffin

* Cum Laude     ** Magna Cum Laude     *** Summa Cum Laude     † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Doctor of Musical Arts

December 2016
PERFORMANCE
Jennifer Ann Berkebile
Julia Mary Kinderknecht
Tzu-Nung Lin
Matthew James Swallow

Master of Arts

December 2016
ART EDUCATION
Rachel Lynn Cecil

Master of Music

December 2016
MUSIC EDUCATION
Kirill A. Tyulkov
MUSIC HISTORY
Hillary Clare Kay
PIANO PEDAGOGY
Pimploy Promvech

* Cum Laude   ** Magna Cum Laude   *** Summa Cum Laude   † University Honors
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Arts

August 2016

THEATRE
Dayton Max Gould
Stephanie Rose Stockman

December 2016

DANCE
* Cadyn Louise Turley

MUSIC
Claire Elizabeth Wayne

THEATRE
*** Sara Ann Caudill
Gretchen Danielle Corona

Bachelor of Fine Arts

August 2016

PAINTING
Chelsea Brooke Fisher

THEATRE DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Wyatt Smith Corbin

December 2016

CERAMICS
Christopher Allen Eaton Guffey
Andrea Rochelle Hubbard

GRAPHIC DESIGN
Tyler Hayes Fetty
Angelo Medina Ilagan
John Tyler Travis

INTERMEDIA/PHOTOGRAPHY
Jordyn SheQuel Clements
Lingjiao Li

MUSICAL THEATRE
* Alec Reid Tincher

Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

August 2016

* Lauren Baylor
Juliana Disanti

Bachelor of Music

December 2016

MUSIC EDUCATION
Mark Alexander Bowders
Jedidiah William Corra

MUSIC PERFORM: INSTRUMENTAL
* David Patrick Haley

MUSIC PERFORM: VOICE
* Faith Sarah Snyderman

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Journalism

August 2016
Cassandra Rachelle Lang
Rachael Alees McKinney

December 2016
Colleen Sobolov Good
Yassin Kadhim Ismael
Catherine Elaine Lovell
Shishira Nanjangud Sreenivas

Master of Science

August 2016
INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
Elizabeth Amy Blanchette
Tashia Lynn Bramhan
Natalie Nicole Bryant
Matthew Richard Bryson
JoAnn Catherine Carpenter
Jeffrey Ryan Clorley
Karen Bernadette Ford Coombs
Mariana Andrea De Lucca
Alexander Craig Dufek
William Bret Finney
James Andrew Forbes
Steven Edward Geibel
Elizabeth Catherine Glomb
Katherine Anne Gonzales
Lara Louise Holden Caughman
Whitney Allison Katz
Julie Marie Kindinger
Halley Laurel Kurtz
April Michelle Laughlin
Layne Ray Laughter

INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
Colby Richard Little
Sarabeth O’Neil-McAuliffe
Ashley Nicole Peterson
Nathan Dale Rasnake
Paul Roland Rhien
Jacob Uriah Umstot
Jessica Carter Walters
Genevieve Marie Williams
Jessica Lauren Winters
Adrienne Monique Woods

December 2016
INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
Jeffrey Edward Aders
Larissa Anthony
Julia Elizabeth Bolt
Shanique Petriena Bramwell-Benjamin
Keith Allen Bull
Kati LeAnn Burns
Kelly Danielle Cambrel
Zachary Amos Carrier

Kellie Ann Coffey
John Alfred Conforti
Adam Cunningham
Alicia Reyna de Alva Butron
Kelly Elizabeth Dovey
Debra Nicole Eastley
Dawn Michelle Elliott
Victoria Lynn England
Linda Rene Fadoul
Katherine Elizabeth Faulk
Elizabeth Margaret Ferrari
Amie Fouchie
Lauren Franko
Josette Franks
Derek Genereaux
Caroline Dyer Gildea
Salyndria Gregory
Jessica Anne Gunderson
Sharon Lenise Hadden
Stephen Kyle Hardesty
Alyssa Nanette Hough

* Cum Laude    ** Magna Cum Laude    *** Summa Cum Laude    † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Science (continued)

Amanda Blauvelt Hunt
Michael Johnson
Bridget Renee Jones
David Amir Khoshpasand
Courtney Marie Kubitza
Lauren Hannah Loyless
Kerri Elizabeth McDaniel
Lauren Messinger
Lew Leslie-Hall
Olivia Marie Morgan
Jonathan Edward Mudrough
Alyssa Rose Neel
Kaitlin Erin Nonnenmocher

Jenna Parvez
Sonya LaSharn Peacock
Laura Avery Pugh
Jarrod Andrew Purdon
Ronnie Lee Retton III
Marion Rhodes
Kelsey Annette Robertson
Crystal Rogers
Jessie Davis Runkle
Nicole Lee Schiavone
Kimberly Ann Schwalje
Catherine Ann Sirk
Brittany Nicole Smith

Chelsy Carey Smith
Kellan Stanley
Heather Taggart
Victorri Jamese Taylor
Jeffrey Martin Tice II
Melissa Chasko Turner
Stone Roberts Underwood
Whitney Weeks VanLandingham
Stephana Melissa West
Dwight Kevin Winfield Jr.
Eric Myles Winkfield

Bachelor of Arts

August 2016

MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Alexis Michelle Cuervo
Erica Michelle Hackney
Robert Paul Kaczorowski II
Kyle Jameson Vincent

December 2016

MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
* Elena Maria Paige
Rebecca Elizabeth Salvatore

Bachelor of Science

August 2016

ADVERTISING
Thomas Hudson Demastes
Ryan Joseph Faught
Katie Ann Jarrell

JOURNALISM
Jennifer Pearl Armstrong
Ryan Ryan Beckman
Trent Alan Cunningham
David Deskins Jr.
John Robert Devitt III
* Angelina Maria Dewitt
Timothy Laurence Doney
Rachel Elizabeth Elkins
Sean Michael Gancarz
Tori Arlene Konczal
Azizat A. Ladipo
Abigail Elizabeth Lafferty
Madalyn Grace Lamastro
** Kara Elizabeth Loyd
Olivia Elizabeth Carol Melillo
Joshua Michael Oyler
James Andrew Pleasant
John Mark Shaver
** Madison Smith

Courtney Tranter
Hailey Matsumoto Truman

PUBLIC RELATIONS
*** Thomas Richard Crawford
*** Cassandra Rachelle Lang
Gina Marie Sporio

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS
Aymen Zaki Alfaraj
Drew Lara Allen
Torri Elizabeth Arbaugh
Alexandria E. Barnoski
Lindsey Marie Betz
Brooke Elizabeth Bianchini
Myles Vincent Biedermann
Cierra Marie Bogess
Maia Anna Brumage
* Jack Wyatt Devault
Louis Anthony Dinan
Steven Robert Eastman
Zachary Kevin Gillispie
Kimberly Elizabeth Gomez
Evan Green
Molly Ann Greig

Dearly Delannette Guerrero
Natalia Herbert
Colin Andrew Holowach
Ryan Joseph Hull
Charity Leanne Junkins
Derek Ryan Kotkevich
Ashlee Brianna Kozak
Zachary Luke LeBlanc
Ann-Marie Lucas
Kayla Michelle Marin
Harry Lloyd McKaig III
Mary Kate McNerney
Julia Rachel Ober
Chastity Antoinette Orellana
Jessica Mary Parsons
Nicole Josephine Pavente
Briana Picasco
Andrew James Railing
Logan T. Reece
Emily Rose Roach
Joshua Paul Robinson
Rachael Leah Ross
Anthony Sellers
Shannon Maureen Skehan
Kyle Mason Smith

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Certificates

December 2016

ADVERTISING
- Kylie Bober

JOURNALISM
- Terrell Khalid Adams
- Matthew Steven Ewing Combs
- Taylor Deer
- Joel Richard Jarvis
- Natalie Nicole Lorenz
- Quratul Ann Malik
- Sarah Elizabeth Marino
- Morgan Ann Mularski
- Connor Kenneth Murray
- Sara Ann O'Brien
- Gabriele Anne Regalbuto
- Katiana Roc
- Megan Sue Saporito
- Kristina Shivel
- Nathaniel Jay Temple

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS
- Sean Michael Boldaji
- Hannah Elizabeth Booth
- Samuel Frank Brownlee
- Nicholas Ian Cronin
- Kevin Connor Downes
- Michael Lee Drizake
- Kimberly Autumn Dutcher
- Kyle Joseph Edwards I
- Alexander Edwin Emery
- Elle M. H. Eutsey
- Terra Jae Fawley
- Mackenzie Lynn Ford
- Liam Thomas Frawley
- Erin K. Gales
- Lena Rose Gaudio
- Melissa Ann Gillespie
- Amanda Christine Gross
- Jaden Clarissa Hardesty
- Hannah Mia Harless
- Susan Haynes Harper
- Andrew Thomas Huber
- Denzel Jabari Hutchinson
- Sara Xuan Huynh
- Elizabeth Marie Jefferson
- Tyler Alexandra Jones
- Ann Marie Kennell
- Bridget Ellen Kenny
- Christopher M. Levy
- Allyson Marie Litten
- Caitlin Rae Lokant
- Christine Lonsdale
- Maleea Jo Martin
- Alicia Rose Mayle
- Zane Joseph Morgan
- Emily Kate Mormile
- Kennedy Anne Moser
- Michael G. Mozer
- Edward Muldrow
- Whitney Marie Norris
- Shannon Parsons
- Amy Marie Petrakis
- Bianca Vittoria Pisegna
- Nathaniel Joseph Reeser
- Nichole Victoria Saliba
- Darian Michelle Seese
- Alyssa Marie Showman
- Christina Laurel Slone
- Angela Rose Sparachane
- Alexandra Wilson St Clair
- Andrew Christopher Strager
- Merrill Elizabeth Tebay
- Lindsay Kathryn Terlikowski
- Brandon J. Whyte
- Ryan Wilkinson

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
### Doctor of Philosophy

**August 2016**

- ECONOMICS
  - Zachary Christopher Francis McGurk

### Master of Business Administration

**August 2016**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Osama Al-Omar</td>
<td>Steven Wayne Alford II</td>
<td>James Frederick Gattens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Breanne Benson</td>
<td>Nathaniel Dale Boden</td>
<td>Kirk Alexander Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bret Allen Bohannon</td>
<td>Kristen Brooks</td>
<td>Jiahao Gu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dustin K. Brown</td>
<td>Spencer Perry Brown</td>
<td>John Andrew Hachmann Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Calvo Ruiz</td>
<td>Samantha Leigh Capista</td>
<td>Jeremy Mark Haley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Timothy Carter</td>
<td>Jeffrey Stuart Carver</td>
<td>Bethany Knowles Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhiyao Cheng</td>
<td>Amanda Leigh Cole</td>
<td>Curtis Hoffman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Ashby Coffindaffer</td>
<td>George Michael Culler</td>
<td>Ashley Nicole Holman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Paul Dearth</td>
<td>Christina DeCarlo</td>
<td>Donald Russell Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coura Maimouna Diawara</td>
<td>Matthew Vaughn Miller</td>
<td>Gregory Phillips Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Paul Facer</td>
<td>Douglas Scott Fidler</td>
<td>David William Kerstetter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Jacob Fisher</td>
<td>Paige Elizabeth Funkhouser</td>
<td>Tyger Lambert Kirk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Richard Allen Kirkwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dean Aloysis Klus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yuan Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Azsra Rayyisa Mathar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tylor Andrew Mayfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Heather Renee McCormick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Colby McGill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grant Michael Meadows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jonathan David Michael</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Matthew Vaughn Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stephanie E Cleaver Mims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Collin Michael Morris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Xinyu Mou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jason Nicholas Olen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Luis Flavio Ortolano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>William Pecora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Eric Pilon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jordon Michael Popp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Brodon James Prudnick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kirstin Reynolds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ingrid Noel Rivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lee Austin Ross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hans Schmutz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ravishankar Sivalingam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dharsan Sivasubramaniam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aaron Wesley Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bingjie Song</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jennifer Sterbling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Devin Edward Stevens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Logan Marshall Stout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Christopher Michael Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Usman Umar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Beth Ann Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Samuel Garrett Wyco II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Xiaowei Yan Sr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Xujie Yan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chen Zhao</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Professional Accountancy

August 2016
Colin Gotham
Eric Matthew Grabenstein
Ryan Roy Gum
Jonathan Michael Herbert
Carol Lynn Kostak
Rachel Elizabeth Parry
Aaron Jordan Pavilack

December 2016
Jared Alan Proctor
Nathaniel Sproles
Travis Anthony Tibbs
Emma Jean Walker
Genglei Wei
Vanessa Renee Young

Master of Science

August 2016
FINANCE
Emnet Tadelle Abebe
Zhiyao Cheng
Gregory Phillips Jones
Xinyu Mou
Bingjie Song
Xiaowei Yan Sr.
Xujie Yan
Chen Zhao

FORENSIC AND FRAUD EXAMINATION
James Joseph Burkhamer
Jessica Bell Egleton
Jasmine Starr Golden
Felicia Sue Goldizen
Paul Edward Kirk
Faye Smith Parks
Erin Shannon Roark
Holly A. Robinson
Amanda Dianne Strader

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
Jessica Renae Fowler
Dawn Marie McCown
Gregory Scott McCown
Jason Nicholas Olen

December 2016
FINANCE
Augustus Gregory Lauro
Dustin Lee Snider

Bachelor of Science

August 2016
ECONOMICS
Jake Austin Coppock
Ashley Elizabethann Harrold
James Crozier McCleery
* Jacob H. McCoy

December 2016
ECONOMICS
Michael Acevedo
Michael Joseph Seamon II
* Ali Marie Smith

* Cum Laude     ** Magna Cum Laude     *** Summa Cum Laude     † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

August 2016

ACCOUNTING

Thomas Bertolino
** Karl Fultz
Alex Michael Colteryahn
** Matthew Shawn Gillespie
Jennifer Nicole Joseph
Wendi Marie Messinger
Kwame Nsiah-Poku
Eric Daniel Weiss
* Eric Yobbi
Jamie Marie Zupanc

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Hassan Abdulkarim K. Aldihnayn
Devin Michael Cuzzolina
Casey James Deskins
Kyle Raymond Kuyat
Bryan William McFadden
*** Maria Sophia Romo
Jakob Henry Scheffel

FINANCE

Mai Saud Ababtain
Devin Michael Aigner
Eihab Nasser Sulaiman Al Maskary
Firas Ahmed Abdullah Al Said
Tyler Anthony Britton
Tyler S. Bugg
Jacob Foster Clement
* Arshia Davari
Christopher Joseph Douglas
Jordan Shay Phillips
Ashley Elizabeth Tice
Kyle William Wainwright
Zachary Jordan Wardle

GENERAL BUSINESS

David Lee Crawford
Solomone Abebaw Desta
Ryan Christopher Dougherty
Uzoma Agu Otunoye
Spencer Allen Page
Viraj Girish Patel
Hunter Wilson

MANAGEMENT

Jacob Roth

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Matthew Joseph Simpson

MARKETING

Peter J. Depalma Jr.
Arthur Christian Dorr
* John Patrick Finlaysen
** Andrea Vu Thuy Huynh
Mark Tyler Johnson

December 2016

ACCOUNTING

Lwaay Nazeeh Alnahlawi
Jessy Dahl Amato
Rachel Atkins
Ryan J. Bonhoff
Victoria Julia Ciesielski
* Sarah Ann Colo
*** Tyler Matthew Colton
Brian Charles Cumpton
** Tennyson Ann Keiser DeMarco
Sean N. Drury
Mark Kenneth Hafner II
** Samuel Morgan Harner
* Alyssa Heck
Samantha Mae Jones
** Emily Grace Keller
* Jacob August Kroflich
Brian Shun Lee
** Samantha Nicole Melnicenko
Mohand Mohamed Mesleh
†** Brandon Harwood Nicholas
* Francesca Catherine Rollo
Emilee Louise Roy
Michael Joel Scarlato
Garrett Storm Spurgeon
*** Natalie Ann Temeles
Giovanni Antonio Valdes
Linnan Wang
*** Raeslee Paige Weimer
Randall Scott Whisner
* Christopher Lee White

FINANCE

* Lamya Nail Al Kindi
Abdulaziz Shabib Al-Zoubi
Cody N. Allen
†*** Marjorie Marie Baker
Darian Burch
Michael Scott Busbee
* Matthew Edward Cardidi
** Nicco Anthony Catalano
Michael George Dwyer
† Nicholas Patterson Dyer
* Gregory Austin Florence
* Georgette Louise Goodwin
Stephen Harrison Hamer
Andrew John Healy
Charles Ellis Heppenstall
*** Jacqueline Mariah Hines
Samuel Erich Hudson
Cameron Paul Johnson
Robert Clifton Kansler
Taylor Paige Kopp
* Eric George Kramer
Keil Robert Kunzer
Hunter Ryan McLaughlin
Tyler A. Oliveira
Steven Kwame Oppong
Luciano Angelo Parziale
* Allison Renee Shafer
Brody Thomas Taylor
Douglas Joseph Tonucci
Kevin Alexander Webb
* Fatema Mohamed Yusuf

GENERAL BUSINESS

Taylor Marie Campbell
Christine Louise Creswell
Jacob Gabriel Fowler
Ashley Elizabeth Greene
Macee Taylor Hale
Dorian Michael Jones
Sean Michael Keating
Grant Ronald Lingafelter
Tessa Rae Shepard
Edward Herbert Sherman Jr.
Vincent Antonio Yock
Matthew Joseph Zito

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT
†*** Tiffany Rae Benjamin
   * Linh My Bui
   Olyvia Marks Glaser
   Luke William Powell
   Kathryn Rose Tremaine

MANAGEMENT
   Mohammed Rashid Fadhil Al Shibli
   Jason David Feamster
   Ryan Anthony Mains
   Joseph Michael McKee
   Sarah Marie Riddle
   Tanner William Rowe
   Tyler Thomas Rowe
   Gretchen Ellis Weber

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
   Olamide Adelola Ajiboye
   ** Ryan Connor Antonini
   Heather Dawn Clark
   Ian Charles Cook
   Bryan Dale Drager
   *** Taylor McKenzie Everett
   †*** Jaiana Daisy Francis
   Matthew Laine
   Matthew D. Langdon
   * Siyu Lu
   John Jacob Palmer
   * Olivia K. Panaski
   Joseph A. Schwartzmiller
   Alexander Michael Sugarman
   Christopher Patrick Turner
   Andrew Lee Verona
   Austin Gabriel Weed

MARKETING
   Micah Lawrence Allen
   Oterrious Schequine Diggins
   Arlen Lea Harris
   * Maxim James Hudson
   Sean Matthew Irvine
   Christopher Ryan Jackson
   Tanner Kovach
   Danielle Nicole Lawson
   Griffin Richard Libhart
   †*** Mason McClelland Minor
   Dallas Nicole Mullett
   Michael Anthony Novak
   Precious Efe Ogiogio
   Caitlin Alexis Pisula
   Paige Lydia Powers
   Steven M. Quinn
   Shurman Jahlil Riggins
   Christopher A Schiraldo
   Kalie Lynn Slattery
   * Sarah Jean Stocki
   Brooke Alexandra Stoner
   John Michael VanGilder
   * Dustin Ronald Webster
   Madeline N. White
   Brandon Skylar Yost

Certificate

August 2016
FORENSIC ACCOUNTING AND FRAUD EXAMINATION
   Roberto Zarandin Coloso
   Mia Rae Gresak
   Kimberly Nicole Lane
   Jonathan L. Redley
   Sara Beth Steffee

* Cum Laude           ** Magna Cum Laude          *** Summa Cum Laude          † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Doctor of Philosophy

August 2016
FOREST RESOURCE SCIENCE
Richard Daniel Hanks

GENETICS AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY
Jian Wang

NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS
Chairat Choesawan
Seth Wiggins

PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE
Matthew Isaac McKinney

December 2016
ANIMAL AND FOOD SCIENCE
Jesica Rae Jacobs

FOREST RESOURCE SCIENCE
Wu Ma
Nan Nan

PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE
Michael Brian Harman
David Page McCann

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Wajeeh Mohammedsaeed Aljanabi

Master of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Design

August 2016
Corey Seth Cook

December 2016
Oluwafunke Rebecca Abeleje
David Wesley Ackley
Mary Kaitlyn Cook
Happiness Iwabde Osuma
Cole S. Williams

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Landscape Architecture

December 2016
Sandeep Eshwaramurthy
Rebecca Jean Junod
Dipti Kharel
Yasmeen Mazin Mohammed Ali Juma

Master of Science

August 2016
AGRICULTURE AND RESOURCE ECONOMICS
Sankshiptha Arroju

AGRONOMY
Steffany Mariah Scagline

ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY
Kyle James Powell
Elizabeth Anne Shepherd

APPLIED AND ENVIRONMENTAL MICROBIOLOGY
Lisa Valencia

NUTRITIONAL AND FOOD SCIENCE
Michelle Ann Campion
Tyler Renee Rigby
Elizabeth Nicole Smith
Stephanie Kent Thompson
Yu Zang

WILDLIFE & FISHERIES RESOURCES
James Keith Boersma

December 2016
AGRICULTURAL AND RESOURCE ECONOMICS
Charles Kodjo Mawusi

ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY
Taylor Diane Harrison

DESIGN AND MERCHANDISING
Ruchireeka Rath

NUTRITIONAL AND FOOD SCIENCE
Victoria Bernice Homan

PLANT PATHOLOGY
Cameron Michael Stauder

RECREATION, PARKS AND TOURISM RESOURCES
Katharina Will

WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES RESOURCES
Benjamin Joseph Harris
Mark David Paulson
Patricia Ann Thompson
Cory Tyler Trego

Master of Science in Forestry

August 2016
Frederick Christian Zinkhan

December 2016
Arati Ashutosh Umarvadia

Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

August 2016
Tyler James Grove
Cari Eileen Price
Lane Wunder

December 2016
Dina Michelle Chiovetta
Damian Keith Howard
Anthony John Kolanko
Meghan Alexis Thomas

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science

August 2016

AGRICULTURE MANAGEMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
  Kyle William Delaplaine
  David Connor Fitzpatrick
  Jordan Nicholas Wolfe

ANIMAL AND NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
  Sandra Lynn Boggs
  Pamela Mourad Cario
  Ekanem Wendy Eyoita

FASHION DESIGN AND MERCHANDISING
  * Sara Elizabeth Autrey
  * Lane Morgan Bielski
  * Stephanie Nicole Brown
  * Alexis Kimberly Derenburger
  * Clare Elizabeth Dougan
  ** Bailey Elizabeth Full
  Rachel Lauren Gates
  Kelsey Anne Gettelman
  * Isabelle Reid Golovan
  * Sara Catherine Chun Harvey
  Kayla Mary Horton
  ** Carissa Hyland
  *** Avery Evelyn Ives
  Carly P. Lescallette
  Joyce Marie Lineberry
  Lauren Marie Lykens
  Corinne Marie Manstof
  Bradley Steven Miller
  * Demi Michelle Sadock
  * Kaitlin Dawn Setser
  Emily Anne Sherrard
  Erin Lee Shewbridge
  Brigid Colleen Sickel
  Melissa Rene Siggs
  Shaylynn Cooper Stansberry
  Diamond Dan’Yelle Stevenson
  Njeri Amira Taylor
  * Jordan Elizabeth Tuoni

FASHION DRESS AND MERCHANDISING
  Lindsay Stout

HUMAN NUTRITION AND FOODS
  ** Sarah Fahad AlHammad
  Natalie Rose Henry
  Samantha Marie Hoban
  Britany Irick
  Shannon Mary O’Halloran

WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES RESOURCES
  Rachael Elane Arbogast
  Cody Sebastian Bassett
  William Taylor Battv

  Michael Morgan Carpenter
  Matthew Patrick Gillian
  Ethan Dettmar Hayes
  Dalton Laird Longbon
  Justin Miles Mullenax
  Vincent Michael Nadbath
  Jessica Alexandra Soffee

December 2016

AGRICULTURE MANAGEMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
  ** Myra Anne Dean
  * Kristin Mae Holley
  Jack William Joyce
  Zebulon Jesse Kessel
  Sean Thomas Matty
  Jordan Paige Matuga
  * Jess Thomas Reed
  Alvin Ita Ukpeh

ANIMAL AND NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
  Katie Marie Booth
  Jarred Wayne Burdette
  Mick kali Jean Cooke
  Victoria Paige Coulter
  Lauren Alexandra Edmond
  Nicole Christine Halverstadt
  * Joshua Allen Leggett
  Michelle Mary Musantry
  Brooke Ann Naylor
  Tracy Lee Rondinello
  Tyler James Simpson
  India Kathleen Slater
  Jeanette S. Stone
  Morgan Denise Suscinski

BIOCHEMISTRY
  Kaylee Rose Derringer
  ** Lindsay R. O’Donnell

DESIGN STUDIES
  ** Cheyenne Cierra Albright
  *** Francesca Carmela Colella
  Hailey Lynn Fretz
  Ericka Andrea Guevara
  Joshua Tyler Post
  *** Michaela Ann Schaefer
  * Sarah Ann Schmid

ENERGY LAND MANAGEMENT
  Justin Taylor Booth
  Joshua Gregory Matthews
  Nathan Allen Shoemaker

ENVIRONMENTAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
  Claire Elizabeth Ellis
  Taylor Lindsay Kokal

ENVIRONMENTAL AND NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS
  Ryan Christopher Blair
  Beau Francis Mullenhoff

FASHION DESIGN AND MERCHANDISING
  Madeline Christine Clark
  Melissa Alexandra Escobar
  Alexandra Lynn Jordan
  * Eliza Alexandra Mueller
  Kimberly Edelyn Polanco Bustillo
  Morgan Kyra Raines
  Bridget Elaine Simpson

FASHION DRESS AND MERCHANDISING
  Melissa Ann Gillespie

HUMAN NUTRITION AND FOODS
  Colleen Marie Bailey
  Kaytlyn Jean Chase
  Adele Louise Hass
  Caroline McNary Mullins

SOIL SCIENCE
  * Katie Danielle Stutler
  Erik Patrick Walor

WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES RESOURCES
  Aislinn Berry
  * Ryan Addison Fisher
  *** Audra Michelle Jerden
  Sean Tyler Kline
  Emily Margaret Langer
  ** Claire Marie Martin
  Cameron Eugene Powell
  Joseph Santo Raccioipi Jr.
  * Megan Ashley Ray
  Joshua Scott Riding
  Matthew Girard Rieger
  * Jacob M. Roach
  George Tanner Shoemaker
  Blake Robert Strumbel
  Corey Adam Topolski
  Justin R. Weisent

WOOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
  Jordon Parrish Hankins

* Cum Laude           ** Magna Cum Laude          *** Summa Cum Laude          † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture

*August 2016*
**AGRICULTURAL AND EXTENSION EDUCATION**
Kristyn Diane Burger

*December 2016*
**AGRICULTURAL AND EXTENSION EDUCATION**
Amanda Harvey
Amber Mae Lippy
Matthew Joseph Wood

**AGROECOLOGY**
Erin Cuphus Young

**ANIMAL AND NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES**
** Sarah Elizabeth Battista
  Kelsey Jo Bradley
  Lindzy Margaret Ann Calfee
  Cody Alan Funkhouser
  Brooke Lynette Murphy
  Morgan Suzanne Shreve
  Alyssa Ann Sonnefeld
  Richard Tyler Weimer
  Lindsay Marie Williams

**ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION**
Princely Enow Atemson

**HORTICULTURE**
Ethan Loy Greene

Bachelor of Science in Forestry

*August 2016*
Cory Lane Cook
Joseph Anthony Esposito
Robert Joseph Ward

*December 2016*
Scott William Anderson I
** Michael Charles McKinney
  Cory Philip Stalnaker

Bachelor of Science in Landscape Architecture

*August 2016*
Aaron Scott Hinish
John Whitfield Mohr

*December 2016*
Byron Patrick Black
Steven Craig D’Amato
Nikolas Connor Duritza

Bachelor of Science in Recreation

*August 2016*
Jessica Aubrey Cohen-Kiraly
William Harrison Oxx

*December 2016*
** Alexander Kennedy Baker
  Zachary P. Zaleski

Certificates

*December 2016*
**GIS AND SPATIAL ANALYSIS**
Brandi Anne Gaertner
Patricia Ann Thompson

---

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Doctor of Education

August 2016
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP/
PUBLIC SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
Rosemary Beatrice Anderson

HIGHER EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION
Heidi Beth Samuels

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Noriza Abu Hassan Shaari

December 2016
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
Mohlanhledi Patricia Makumbila
Eric David Moffa

Doctor of Philosophy

August 2016
COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY
Meagan Alicia Brunson
Erin Elizabeth Burkill
Lisa Paylo Meyer
Jonathan Whittier Page
Rachel Ann Spero

December 2016
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
Mary Elizabeth Weidner

COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY
Christine Elizabeth Weir

EDUCATION
Sera Ann Mathew

* Cum Laude           ** Magna Cum Laude          *** Summa Cum Laude          † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Arts

August 2016

AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDERS
Lauren Gabrielle Grubb
Jeannie Marie Wilkinson
Sheri Lynn Wilson-Yunker

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Destinee Sage Martz
Miranda Rose Smalley
Andericus Jamesa Wagwau

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Olivia Elynn Hoover
Cherelle Yvette Lockett
Matthew Wayne McKenzie

EARLY INTERVENTION/EARLY CHILDHOOD
SPECIAL EDUCATION
Kristina Lea Carr
Lisa Michelle Casuccio
Alana Jill Douglas
Melissa Marie Heath
Meagan Michelle Mcclougherty
Tonya Kay Moore
Alia Elizabeth Roberts
Sloan Marie Storie
Elizabeth Sulkowski

GIFTED EDUCATION
Tabitha Diane Donohew

HIGHER EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION
Jonathan Mitchell Calhoun
Hilary Grace Beatrix Roush Freeman

HIGHER EDUCATION CURRICULUM AND TEACHING
Cristina Joy Cann
Betsy Ratcliff

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Johnny Brian Brock
Kayla Dawn Burnside
Sally Vanessa Fry
Sherry Lynn Mitchell
Brian Testerman

LOW VISION/BLINDNESS
April Denise West

MULTICATEGORICAL SPECIAL EDUCATION
Robert Joy Alvarez
Kimberly Dawn Bowyer
Heather Elaine Byram
Nicole Leigh Cottle
Patrick Douglas Hunter
Rachelle Lyn Jenkins

GIFTED EDUCATION
Joy Elizabeth Kiehl

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Camilla Christina McMillen
Alison Jae Moran
Taminah Tierra Owens
Alexander Wade Walters

LITERACY EDUCATION
Jessica Campbell
Melissa Lynn Christian
Rachael Lynn Darlington
Angela Campbell Dejulis
Amy Marie Floyd
Crystal Dawn Gray
Summer Marie Jones
Amanda Rhodes
Crystal Diana Sanders
Anita Ann Webber

LOW VISION/BLINDNESS
Rachael Renee Dean
Nancy Angela Morgan

MULTICATEGORICAL SPECIAL EDUCATION
Lance Levi Binegar
Jennifer Lane Bird
Amber Dawn Branch
Katie Michelle Craig
Lauren Brooke Dickenson
Cassidi Danielle Hall
Rachel Lynn Holliday
Shawn Eric Ratliff
Benjamin Stuart Thomas
Heather Louise Yoho

PUBLIC SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION/
PRINCIPAL PREPARATION
Amber Dawn Branch

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Joshua Paul Coombe
Casie Tenille Fox
Alexander Raymond Ives
Brittnay McCombs
Jennifer Ann Parrill
Rachel Erin Ridgway

SEVERE/MULTIPLE DISABILITIES
Bethany Danielle Dickens
Emma Holland
Lacy Nicole Inman
Stephanie Grace Mundinac
Janet Marie Poling

* Cum Laude           ** Magna Cum Laude          *** Summa Cum Laude          † University Honors
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
### Master of Science

**August 2016**

**REHABILITATION COUNSELING**
- Jessica Marie Blevins
- Daniel M. Jusinski
- Nicole Ann Nightengale
- James Michael Potts Jr.
- Kimberly Ann Ragan
- Adam Douglas Rook

**SPEECH PATHOLOGY**
- Anna Mireya Cangemi
- Claire Elizabeth Cotrill
- Alyssa Ann Hill

### Bachelor of Arts

#### August 2016

**REGENTS BACHELOR OF ARTS**
- Bridgette Lorraine Arata
- Lisa Marie Beitz
- Kimberly Anne Blackwell
- Alec Hunter Brown
- Ashley Adele Burns
- Evan Anthony Butzlaff
- Cayla Marie Carnell
- Kerri Caruso
- Kayla Orie Churchey
- Brianne O. Connelly
- Katarina Cooke
- Jason Aaron Crawford
- Nicholas Wade Crites
- Amanda Lee Cummings
- Timothy James DeMuth
- Joseph Brian Fields
- Chelaine Marie Garrett
- Megan Hao Hamilton
- Jenny Lynn Hoover
- Sean Thomas Huster
- Kc Robert Hath
- Dennis Edward Johnson
- Adam Wesley Justice
- Tyler David Kashman
- Anastasia Jin Kim
- Susan Jean Kisko
- Lorraine Marie Klopper
- Dustin Aaron Laudermilch
- Jared C. Lemons
- David Ian Machleder
- Jennifer McBride
- Anne Marie McClure-Crosbie
- Lee Durham Mobley
- Gigi Ann Namay
- Catherine Ann Pancake
- Jarred Benjamin Parrott
- James Anthony Pipczynski Jr.
- Kevin John Prinz
- Vanessa Demetria Pullum
- Antonio Rascon-Gato
- Kathryn Amanda Rishel
- Michelle Blair Ritter
- Henry Alexander Schuster
- Scott Aaron Smith
- Thomas Jarod Spurlock
- Ashley Renee Still
- Wesley Alan Strock
- John Mark Thompson
- James Christopher Upton
- Scott E. Van Kouteren
- Mercades D’Von White
- Yanna B. Wilson
- William Joseph Woodburn III
- Tyler Karson Yin
- Jacob Zaffuto
- Amanda Rose Zalbe

#### December 2016

**REGENTS BACHELOR OF ARTS**
- Autumn Diane Anderson
- Amanda Lynn Halterman
- Meghan Sarah Nee
- John Ryan Heaster
- Ryan P. Herron
- Darnell Rafeal Holyfield Sr.
- Martja K. Huebsch
- Emilee Ilene Hughes
- Amy Renae Insepp
- Deanna Jenkins
- Casey Anthony Johnson
- Stephanie Faye Ketron
- Ian Lay
- Simone Ashley Lemon
- Jayne Suzanne Lewandoski
- Brian K. Mallow
- Blake Matthew Mangold
- Whitney Lynn Mauller
- Evan McDonough
- Alexander Johann Meyering
- Pamela L. Midkiff
- Holly Sue Miller
- Linda Jean Mitchell
- Toby Lee Morgan
- Kelsey Nicole Mullins
- Jonathan Trent Muncy
- Wade Adrian Munday
- John Karl Nenninger
- Chloé E. Oar
- Andrew Blair Owens
- Shanice N. Page
- Tressa Marie Parker
- Jessica Dawn Pierce
- Beth Reed
- Morgan Ann Richardson
- Patrick Michael Richardson
- Aaron Riel
- Gregory S. Rogers
- Angguna Rosantika Rowe
- Enis Lenora Schaufnner
- Anthony Edmund Schifano
- Tyler Schmeck
- Tom Niles Scoggin III
- Anthony Michael Short
- Kristopher Snider

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude † University Honors
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Bachelor of Arts (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bachelor of Arts</th>
<th>Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies</th>
<th>Bachelor of Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charles Taylor</td>
<td>Rose E. Vergara</td>
<td>** Rebecca Christine Willis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey Janette Tennant</td>
<td>Philip Thomas Watson</td>
<td>* Thomas Jonathan Wolfe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Anne Thomas</td>
<td>Georgia Inez Whitacre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>August 2016</th>
<th>December 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ELEMENTARY EDUCATION</strong></td>
<td><strong>MDS-EDUCATION/HUMAN SERVICES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Elynn Hoover</td>
<td>Ryanne Michelle Michael</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Wayne McKenzie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Certificate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>August 2016</th>
<th>December 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>APPLIED BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS</strong></td>
<td><strong>CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destinee Sage Martz</td>
<td>* Hannah Michelle Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miranda Rose Smalley</td>
<td>** Natalie R. Femia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT</strong></td>
<td><strong>PUBLIC SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION/PRINCIPAL PREPARATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carly Brunett</td>
<td>Michelle Dawn Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Brooke Bsharah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Dawn Hebb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn Lucia Kennedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Marie King</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliet Bevan Lloyd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Rose Meaney</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INFANT/TODDLER EDUCATION</strong></td>
<td><strong>APPLIED BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Brooke Bsharah</td>
<td>Benjamin Stuart Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Dawn Hebb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude † University Honors
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Doctor of Education

August 2016
COACHING AND TEACHING STUDIES
Junhyung Baek

December 2016
COACHING AND TEACHING STUDIES
Lauren Ashley Deckelbaum

Doctor of Philosophy

December 2016
COACHING AND TEACHING STUDIES
Kibum Cho

SPORT AND EXERCISE PSYCHOLOGY
Anna-Marie Christine Jaeschke

Master of Science

August 2016
ATHLETIC COACHING
Elizabeth Ann Repella
Taylor Michele Schram

PHYSICAL EDUCATION - TEACHER EDUCATION
Cory Lea Breithoff
Ashley Lori Ann Dugas
Jess Vincent Edward Dusing Jr.
Molly Anne Gift
Keith Gregory Goldsmith
Annie Elizabeth Machamer
Michael A. Masto
Robert Armstrong Posehn

SPORT COACHING
Joshua Michael Blowe
Michael Luke Donato
Robert Matthew Holste
Joshua David Hurlebaus
Christopher Glenn Megee
Jeffrey Sean Schekorra
Dana Edward Smith

SPORT MANAGEMENT
Jacob Anthony Corrigan
Nicole Renee Curtin
William Brett Ervin
Kasey Paul Gengl

Timothy Wayne Gwinn II
Shane Matthew Kocick
Demetrius Alphonso Lewis
Pedro Machado
Julio Ricardo Nakasato
Nicholas Bryan Olsson
Mary Carrington Truax
Zachery John Vaji
Travis Cole White

* Cum Laude    ** Magna Cum Laude    *** Summa Cum Laude    † University Honors
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Master of Science (continued)

December 2016

SPORT MANAGEMENT
Mikaela Catherine Armstrong
Ashleigh Katherine Blue
Steven Paul Clement
Vicki M. Collier
Nathan Wayne Crawford
Lashea Nicole Edmonds
Joshua Elliott Field
Scott Joseph Fletcher
Divine Cipher Franklin
Austin Chase Gregory
James Henderson II
Darryl Keith Mason
Paul Michael Millard
Tiffany Marie Saunders
Maranda Tara Scott
Jimmy Vongsay Sourisack
Dylan Sutherland
Hannah Mackenzie Tarski
Christopher Michael Walker

Bachelor of Science

August 2016

ATHLETIC COACHING EDUCATION
Russell Daniel Browning
Steven Maurice Farrell Jr.
* Emily Nicole Gardner
Matthew Paul Graff
Shawn Michael Murtha Jr.
Ronald L. Swaniger III
Tariq Calloo Walcott
Nicholas Pierre Wise
Sierra Necha Moore
Sean Edward Ondek
James William Pollino III
Eric Frank Schlaffer
Rachel Kathryn Thompson

SPORT AND EXERCISE PSYCHOLOGY
* Alison J. Coates
Vanessa Elizabeth Corral
Cody Michael Domenico
Logan McKenzie Gold
* Taylor Carleen Greißen
Jason Yockus Hartman
Daniel James Hembach
Michael David Jones
Matthew Robert Jordan
Sabrina Ann Kehr
Rachel Elizabeth Lanahan
Jody Leann Lewis
Tyler Daniel Orlosky
Halley Noel Ross
Sally Marie Swiatek
Richard Thomas Uniack
Regan Laura Wolski
Chelsie Elizabeth Yingling
Jacqueline Louise Bell-Nichols
Micky T. Boyle
Shane Anthony Cefalu
Joseph Orille DesNoyer
Emily Irene Dixon
Christopher Michael Donnelly
** Michelle Marie Farmer
Dana Fingeroth
* Danielle Christina Funk
Jenna Marie Gaskins
* Alyxsis Megan Harper
Amanda Carrie Hutchison
Brittany Marie James
* Elizabeth Marisa Janeiro
Nolan Patrick Leavitt
Hearie Lee II
Shayne Christopher McIntyre
Jess Daniel Meiser
Christopher Nathan Miller
Connor Kenneth Murray
Brittany Leann Newsome
*** Anna Irene Onderik
Aimee Jo Pusey
Steven C. Redding
Seth D. Reed
Emily Ann Reinmann
Joseph Hanley Seagrange
Keith Shoates II
Nicholas Leonard Sisson
* Sommers Lynn Taylor
Herbert Joseph Villaizan
Tyler Anthony Webb
Justin Michael Wood

SPORT MANAGEMENT
Cameron Lloyd Barker
Cameron Everett Bell
* Cory William Bradburn
* Daniel Joshua Carozza
Dean Smith Devaney
** Haley Ann Huhn

December 2016

ATHLETIC COACHING EDUCATION
Evin Richard Brining
David Carl Ferraro
Michael Attilio Liberatore
Aaron J. Penny
Kyra Lynn Smith
Jason Timothy White
Patrick Lawrence White

PHYSICAL EDUCATION - TEACHER EDUCATION
Logan Issac Bane
Chandler Francesca Cottrell
Samuel Craig Elwood
Codey Mitchell Horton
Dylan Dwayne Rowzee
* Alyson Snyder
Ryan Joseph Wise

SPORT AND EXERCISE PSYCHOLOGY
Jacqueline Louise Bell-Nichols
Micky T. Boyle
Shane Anthony Cefalu
Joseph Orille DesNoyer
Emily Irene Dixon
Christopher Michael Donnelly
** Michelle Marie Farmer
Dana Fingeroth
* Danielle Christina Funk
Jenna Marie Gaskins
* Alyxsis Megan Harper
Amanda Carrie Hutchison
Brittany Marie James
* Elizabeth Marisa Janeiro

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors
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Doctor of Philosophy

August 2016

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Reem Eldawud

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Rahul Ratnakar Kavi

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Zhicheng Cao
Mohammad Fanaei

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Suman Kanti Chowdhury
Boyi Hu

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Mohammad Issa Alrbai
Tomas Ignacio Muchenik Cena
Wei Qi

MINING ENGINEERING
Robert Bekker Krog

December 2016

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Tanmay Kumar Mandal

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Manish Shridhar Nandanwar
Matthew Scott Thompson
Qiang Zhang

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Fariborz Nasr Azadani
Harold Brandon Russell
Thomas Kristopher Wachtel

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Nnamdi C. Osia

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Masahiro Nakagawa
Amin Tahmasbi Sarvestani

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Farideh Doost Mohammadi
Xiaomeng Li
Farzad Siyahjani

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Amir Hossein Abolhassani
Mazin Fahad Alahmadi

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Justin Ronald Chambers
Kuijun Li
Dumbi Azubuike Otunyo
Xinxin Zhang

MINING ENGINEERING
Kaifang Li
Mehdi Rajaeebaygi
Wan Wang

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH
Brian Scott Geissler

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS ENGINEERING
Ahmed A. Yusuf

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Science

August 2016

SAFETY MANAGEMENT
Olanrewaju John Fadairo
James Tyler Webster

December 2016

INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
Dru Anthony Burns
Peter John Grimson
Brittany Diane Jones
Stacey Rae Kamarac
Michael Jerome Kubitza
Justin Meador
Amelia Rae Thurdekoos

SAFETY MANAGEMENT
Bolanle Oluronke Aboaba
Blake Adkins
Saif Mohsin Al Abeedi Sr.
Musa Aliu
Richard Elbert Cantrell II

Aquila Donayle Cunningham
Emily Paige Delauder
Zachary Lincoln Harman
Courtney Morgan Harney Jr.
Corey Lee Hinterer
Jacob Charles Kirelawich
Dillon Mitchel Leeson
Alyssa Nicole Liberatore
Brittany Loveland
Robert Edward McAninch
Leanne M. McElhaney
Justin Meador
Stephanie Jane Tennant
Dayton Andrew Waddell
Adam Christopher Wilderotter

Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering

August 2016

Francis Robert Kronz III

December 2016

Jeremy Scott Hardy
Alexander Trenor Hypes
Vincent Peter Spada Jr.

Master of Science in Chemical Engineering

August 2016

Kelydra Elizabeth Welcker

December 2016

John Francis Cordonier
Bryce Thomas Macaulay

Master of Science in Civil Engineering

August 2016

Mariam AlBaghli
Dana Jassim Dashti

December 2016

Robert Nathaniel Baylor
Laura Elizabeth Dalton
Krishna Tulasi Gadde
Venkat Dheeraj Gadi Reddy
Kumar Venkatesh Karri
Pavlo Kozhokin
Jeffrey Thomas Lorimer
Sai Krishna Anudeep Paraitham
Luis Carlos Parra Luckert
Rupayan Saha
Logan Tyler Trifone

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors
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Master of Science in Computer Science

August 2016
Sai Sravanthi Lakkimsetty
Rohit Rohit

December 2016
Kelly Dean Cecil
Ahmed Cheikh Sidiya
Taylor Cather Cutlip
Aliya Farheen
Arpitha Gadde
Madhumitha Ganta
William Benedict Hardy
Elliott Vincent Iannello
Srinath Kalakonda
Ajay Krishna Teja Kavuri
Kashif Ali Qureshi Mohammed
Anvesh Muthyala
Tapaswi Reddy Nandyala
Znanatej Panga
Bhanoday Puram
Priyam Sharma
Varshith Reddy Vummadi
Sindhuja Venkata Vutukuri
Harshavardhan Reddy Yeruva

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

August 2016
Steven Michael Andryzcik II
Yuan Li
Priyashraba Misra
Xuan Xu

December 2016
Rupindrani Aila
Saicharan Allenki
Sri Lakshmi Phani Balineni
Ahmad Jamal Baroudi
Venkata Pavan Kumar Dutt Bhandaru
Venkata Sushmitha Chandra
Jason Patrick Ice
Aswani Kadiyala
Loukhya Kakumanu
Mohana Teja Kanneganti
Mohammad Eiad Kazkaz
Dakota James Kirby

Master of Science in Energy Systems Engineering

December 2016
Donald Joseph Sanfilippo
William David Young

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors
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Master of Science in Engineering

December 2016
Yasser Mohammed Khouj

Master of Science in Industrial Engineering

August 2016
Hamad Nasser H. Alasim
Chandana Chada
John Joseph Kaiser
Mahsa Kiani
Shamaya Alexis Morris
Amirmahdi Tafreshian
Nooshin Yousefi

August 2016
Justin Alexander Brumley
Nathaniel Paul Fowler
Robert Scott Heltzel
Vishnu Padmanaban
Gabriela Cristina Perhinschi
Stephen Neil Rotruck
Mehdi Shahbazi
Andrew Timothy Sisler
Jared Lane Strader
Yue Zhou Sr

December 2016
Manish Aggarwal
Fagr Albagle
Mehmet Aygun
Javier Cabrera Barbero
Drew Mitchell Goodman
Ranjith Reddy Kalluri
Sai Manohari Kancharla
Venkata Giriteja Punnamaraju
Sri Satya Ravi
Swathi Reddy Shetty
Mariana Maher William

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

August 2016
Bisleshana Brahma Prakash
Christopher Roy Vass
Jian Yang

December 2016
Dakota Donald Faulkner
Aanand Nandula

* Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude † University Honors
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Science in Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering

August 2016
Nasser Khalifah Almolhem
Joseph Jonathan Filchock

December 2016
Mousa S. Mohamed Abusurra
Fuad Hamd Fars Al-Bayati
Noor Mazher Alfashkhi
Amir Ansari
Zachary Douglas Cox
Ahmet Birkan Demir
Abha Dwivedy
Mohamed Elsaaig
Nupur Gupta
Ali Hashim Sallit
Arya Maher Sattar

Master of Science in Software Engineering

August 2016
Connie Darlene Bond
Brian Patrick Riddle
Mark Anthony Ziecina

December 2016
Travis Shane Compton
Brandon Daniel Etchison
Kyle Robert Klink
David Michael Krovich
Michael Montgomery Oscanyan
Joseph Andre Quintana
Lori Maureen Ridob-Sine
Daniel Mark Shaeffer

Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering

August 2016
Thomas Len VanCamp Jr.

December 2016
Jesse William Bierer
* Travis Donald Braden
Andrew Richard Bruffy
†*** Molly Ann Carr
Brian Wayne Flowers
†** Charles Patrick Gary
Mohammed Badawi Gorashi
†*** Taylor Thomas Gosnell
Kevin Charles Hoerr
Joseph Thomas Kotula
*** Cody Houston Lester
** Blake Evan Lillard

December 2016
Nels Allen Lofgren
Michael Andrew Marinelli
Ozias Martin McKenzie
Joshua Milam
Matthew David Morrow
* Samuel Jennings Munnis
** W. Evan Paden
Todd A. Rundle II
†*** Matthew Walter Scheffel
†** Justin Sean Schrout
Elliot Thomas Warns

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors
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Bachelor of Science in Biometric Systems

August 2016
Jessica Karena Ball

December 2016
Theophilus Osereme Egbele
Mark A. Giblin Jr.
James Keegan Merriam
Lucas James Rider

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering

August 2016
* Meshari Mohammed Alkhaldi
  ** Kumail Ghazi Alqatari
  * Brent Andrew Bishop

December 2016
Jonathan Keith Davis
Danielle Morgan Hamner
* Jeremy Ray Harp
  Derek Edward Wayne

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

August 2016
Mohammad Ali Ajaj
Frederick Audrey Akoun
  ** Esraa J. Ben Ali
  * Tyler Joseph Buckley
  * Erica Samala Keller
  Marcus Anthony Spina

December 2016
Oluwafemi Samuel Adenaike
Nicholas Jacob Bauer
  ** Gabriel Lee Bucklen
  Courtney Marie Chambers
  Michael Paul Columbus
  Killian W. Klippstein
  Riley Ann Lannon
  Cameron Scott Leuck
  Matthew Albert Lorenzato

Martin Michael Matyas
Christopher Mierzejewski
Abbas F. Murad
Richard Anthony Pugh
Dana Marie Ringer
Tyler Raymond Rockhill
Elbert Roland Rohrbough III
Hadi A. Shishtar Sr.
*** Robert Mark Tennant

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

August 2016
  ** Meelis Kiisk

December 2016
Oganya Akuma-Ukpo
Daniel Bethancourt
  ** Donald Ray Boucher
  * Michael Andrew Cordonier
    Anthony Rocco Fucello II
    Mark A. Giblin Jr.
  * Samuel Lee Heavner
    Katelyn Ibrahim
  ** Ryan Matthew Kubik
    Matthew David Lundquist
    Fleming Alexander Paredes
    Tyler L. Shaffer

* Cum Laude   ** Magna Cum Laude   *** Summa Cum Laude   † University Honors
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Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

August 2016
James Thomas Cockburn
Keenan Hunter McClane
Zachary Hayes Reger
* Nathan John Richard

December 2016
Noah Christopher Clark
Jacob Dale Culley
Renzo Alessandro Diaz
Paul Trenton Drummond
Alexander Duggan Entrek
Brandon Thomas Horn
** Ryan Matthew Kubik
Daniel Robert Luplow
Korey Robert Mikolon
Arif Mohammad
Robert Christian Clay Nichols-Haining
Thomas Jeffrey Palmer
James M. Robinson
** Chandler Austin Smith
Ronald Ethan Stewart
Rachel Elisabeth Tyras

 Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

August 2016
Hassan Salah Al Mousa
Parker Steven Baranowski
Walter Burton Hall III
** Meelis Kiisk
Alexander Russell Lee
Matthew Wayne Worley

December 2016
Omar Mohammed Almotairi
** Nicholas Stuart Burt
* Michael Andrew Cordonier
Joshua Nicholas Dahler
Michael Charles DeVilbiss
Tyler Beau Eddy
Caleb Joshua Fahrner
Anthony Rocco Fucello II
Fred Jacob Gottshalk
Blaine Morgan Headley
Olujide Olufela Jacobs
Jessica Joy Liu
Daniel Paul Mateer
Kevin Raymond McCabe
* Nicholas Charles McGertigan
* Jeffrey Michael Owens
Eric Scott Peer
Anthony Prendimano
James Peter Resosky Jr.
Anthony Cruise Rhoads
Jean Marc Rwamakuba
Josh Andrew Samples
Tyler L. Shaffer
Cassie Jane Ueltschy
Kibrom A. Weldemariam
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Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering

August 2016
Meshal Abdullah M. Alamro
Omar Abdulaziz H. Alfaydi
Mohammed Ali Alkhalidi
*** Nawaf Abdullah Alnafa
Lynden Olivia Bajus
Thomas Glenn Brooks
Gerard Thomas Frusci Jr.
Ryan Alejandro Kaminski
Melissa Christina Mont-Ros
Thomas Joseph O’Keefe Jr.
John Patrick Peacock
Supriya Rajput
Brandon Scott Shorts
David Edwin Slonski
Hattan Khalid Talaqi
Haley Anne Winner

December 2016
Michelle Paola Agudelo
Ahmed Al-Mansour
Mohammed Ibrahim Alahmadi
Mohammed Nasser Alahmari
Yusuf Hamed Jaafar Mohamed Alrayedh
Mohammed Fahad Aldossari
Abdulrahman Mam Alnahyo
Abdullah Mousa Almair
Ahmad Aedh A. Alqahtani
Yazied Alroug Jr.
Kevin Michael Barboza
Nicholas George Bartholomew
Alexander John Bartlett
* Elizabeth Renea Brininstool
Ivo Lemos Cabral
Matthew Ryan Carter
Kacey Grimes Clark
Anthony David Damiani
McKayla Destinee Suzanne Eddy

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

August 2016
Amer Faisal Alhijeali
Majed Nasser Almutairi
** Mohammed Esam Alnujaidi
Tariq Alshammar
Lee Edward Chirpas
Nicholas James Connolly
Waset Davis
Derek Charles DeCarlo
Zachary Tyler Eichelberger
Brooke Harley Elliott
Francio Horatio Collin Henry
John Tyler Holmes
Noelle Marin Honeycutt
Abdulrahman Waleed Sabban
William David Seaman III
Zachary Reid Stevens
Thomas Len VanCamp Jr.

December 2016
Matthew Allen Adams
Abdulrahman Ahmed Alessa
Abdulkarim Ghannam T. Alharbi
Khalid Mesfer M. Alnafaie
Zaed Ibrahim Z. Alrabeysa
Abdualla Alshirazi
Gregory Stalin Applewhite Jr.
Christopher James Bates
Jesse William Bierer
Tyler Shane Biser
* Travis Donald Braden
*** Molly Ann Carr
Christopher Allen Cline Sr.
Aaron Joseph Debord
Nathan Michael Dinzeo
Aaron David Dye
David Elliott
Philip Lawrence Evans III
Brian Wayne Flowers
* Madeline Friday
David Ryan Gallagher
** Charles Patrick Gary
Mohammed Badawi Gorashi
*** Taylor Thomas Gosnell
Alex Barry Hatch
Kyle Bradley Hilling
Ryan Jenkins
Troy Andrew Kinder
Joseph Thomas Kotula
Kyle Kubovic
Jordan Matthew Leatherman
*** Cody Houston Lester
Cody Austin Lewis
** Blake Evan Lillard
Michael J. Malecki

Michael Andrew Marinelli
Christopher Robert Mathews
Matthew Martin McHugh
James Derek Meyer
Joshua Milam
** Haley Nicole Morella
Matthew David Morrow
†* Samuel Jennings Munnis
†** W. Evan Paden
Robert Thomas Palko
Yasser Ali Rayana
Ian Taylor Riban
Garrett Michael Rozich
Todd A. Rundle II
*** Matthew Walter Scheffel
Eric Michael Schmitt
** Justin Sean Schrout
** Elizabeth Rose Segrest
Dustin Michael Skinner
Andrew Swe
** Christopher Joseph Ulishney
Elliot Thomas Warns
* Kent Stuart Worthington
* Yu-Wei Wu
Samuel Michael Zengel

* Cum Laude           ** Magna Cum Laude           *** Summa Cum Laude           † University Honors
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science in Mining Engineering

August 2016
Aaron Wayne Beam

December 2016
Elizabeth Amanda Barnhart
Derrick Christopher Matheny
Scott William Saber

Bachelor of Science in Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering

August 2016
* Areej Faiz Al Nasrullah
Mohammed Jassim Al Saeed
Alhassan Ali Aljenaie
Salman Abdullah Aljurbua
* Ala Saeed Almoallim
** Mohammed Abdulmohsen Almulhem
** Abdulaziz Almulhim
** Mohammed Fahad Alnaim
Mohammed Shehab Alsouqair

December 2016
Ethan Karlson Atkins
Troy Marshall Baltutat
Wes Gregory Cosper
Matthew Ryan Folmer
Justin D. Maust
Ryan Patrick McGonagle
Anthony William Morrow
Max Urbaniak

Certificate

December 2016
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Danielle Morgan Hamner
Ryan Peter Silberg

COMPUTER FORENSICS
Kelly Dean Cecil

GLOBAL COMPETENCY
*** Molly Ann Carr
David Elliott
Joseph Thomas Kotula

INFORMATION ASSURANCE AND BIOMETRICS
Nnamdi C. Osia

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Kyle Robert Klink

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Doctor of Philosophy

August 2016

**BIOLOGY**
- Kenneth Randall Smith

**CHEMISTRY**
- Maxmore Chaibva
- Changfeng Huang
- Juddha Thapa

**COMMUNICATION STUDIES**
- Hannah Marie Ball
- Melissa Francisca Tindage

**COMPUTATIONAL STATISTICS**
- Prithish Banerjee
- Broti Garai

**ENGLISH**
- Dibyadyuti Roy

**GEOLOGY**
- Payam Kavousi Gahfarokhi

**HISTORY**
- Nilanjana Paul

**MATHEMATICS**
- Renee Yvonne LaRue

**PHYSICS**
- Derek Bas
- Zhengjun Wang
- Jinling Zhou

**PSYCHOLOGY**
- Casey Erin Cavanagh
- Pamela Jean Swift
- Margo M. Szabo

December 2016

**BIOLOGY**
- Nachiket Devadta Pendse

**CHEMISTRY**
- Sravan Kumar Thummanapelli

**COMPUTATIONAL STATISTICS**
- Adetokunbo Ibukun Fadahunsi

**ENGLISH**
- Teresa M. Pershing

**GEOGRAPHY**
- Jessica Dianne DeWitt
- Joshua Alan Wixom

**MATHEMATICS**
- Mohamed H. Amsaad
- Fairouz Mali Elmagbri
- Brittany Lynn Vincent

**PHYSICS**
- Drew Benjamin Elliott
- Piyapong Sitthison
- Brian Laird Wilmer

**PSYCHOLOGY**
- Molly Susan Crowe
- Holly Christian Hunsberger
- Matthew Richard McNally

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Arts

August 2016
COMMUNICATION STUDIES
David William Alward
Tyana Roneve Anglin
Danae Brianne Bass
Sarah Elizabeth Edwards
Ryan Christopher Hutson
Christina Rae Keely
Lyle Leong
Elizabeth Ann Reynolds
Arielle Monique Roberson
Angus Tavish Russell
Lea Margarete Schlue
David Grant Sellers Jr.
Jordan Leacey Thompson
Brianna Vento
Joseph Aaron Wasserman
Danielle Elayne Zajicek

GEOPGRAPHY
Jennie Lucy Zhu

HISTORY
Tyler Kickler Krahe
Madison Sergent

SOCIOLOGY
Russell Kyle Saunders

WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES
AND LINGUISTICS
Juliette Dominique Muriel Duthoit
Josiane Stephanie Nganang

December 2016
COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Matthew Grant Beatty
Michael Blake Burchett
Kristen Michelle Childress
Lisa M. Hunt
James Zachary Hunter
Courtney Nicolle Moore
Amber Nicole Small
Lauren Collier Sparachane
Lynette A. Terrell
Tracey Lynn Valach

ENGLISH
Donald E. Minich

HISTORY
Chelsea Renee Elliott
Lucas Allen Pennock

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Gregory Philmon
Kathryn Elizabeth Thompson

WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES
AND LINGUISTICS
Ana G. Bush
Tara Dawn Robbins
Natalia De Souza Sterci

Master of Data Science

August 2016
Xueli Gao

Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing

August 2016
Amelia Claire Fowler
Shaun Michael Turner

December 2016
Jeremiah Daniel Shelor

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Legal Studies

August 2016
Aaron Joseph Harless
Laura Chastine Quinnelly
Gary Lynn Widerburg
Angela Kay Williams
Mary Ellen Zeppuhar

December 2016
William Jefferson Bozeman IV
Jamea Dominique Brinckman
Kaylee Marie Chappell
Amanda Raye Ciochetty
Christian Corazon Grant
Michele S. Noe
Neil Edward Norris
Ashley Elizabeth Sarna

Master of Public Administration

August 2016
Katherine Elizabeth Shaw Hipsher
Jessica Mary Kowal
Tyler Ray McWhorter
Jenica Jean Schoolcraft
Michelle Anna Sloane
Jabir Traore

December 2016
Ruthana McNeel Beesley
Michael Thomas Bloom
Adam R. Rhome

Master of Science

August 2016

BIOLOGY
William Tyler Koch

CHEMISTRY
Tianran Chen
Rachael Nichole Pickens
John Michael Riedesel

FORENSIC AND INVESTIGATIVE SCIENCE
Roger Lee Jefferys II
Eric Freeman Law
Stephanie Rae Ann Schottke

MATHEMATICS
Solomon Dwomoh Adu
Samantha Brianne Bailey
Merve Gurlek

PHYSICS
Mina Azizha
Ramon Alan Beesley
Matthew Kyle Flaugh
Chih-Yeh Huang
Vani Jain
Rossina Beth Miller

PSYCHOLOGY
Cameron Grant Ford
Abigail Nehrkorn
Rebecca Elizabeth Olson
Benjamin Dylan Thomas

STATISTICS
Gregory Mark Mulley
Shujuan Qin

December 2016

FORENSIC AND INVESTIGATIVE SCIENCE
Madonna Awa Nobel
Renuka Devi Watalingam

GEOPHYSICS
Anna Sofia Andeskie
Amanda R. Delisle
Lynnette Ann Eichenlaub
Chad Jackson Koury
Daniel Christian Segessenman
Kory Stuart Wiley Sr.

MATHEMATICS
Jennifer Kay Glaspell
Gideon Kwadzo Gogovi

PHYSICS
Prakash Gajurel
Golnoosh Golpayegani
Jorge Arturo Hernandez Zeledon Sr.
Matteo Luisi

PSYCHOLOGY
Brittany Kay Liebsack

STATISTICS
Faten Alaseeri
Hui Liu

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Social Work

August 2016
Tiffany Marie Henderson
Stephanie Lee King
Heather Dawn Lucas
Michelle Marie McCune
Jessica Morgan Price
Kevin Michael Shon

Bachelor of Arts

August 2016

BILOGY
†*** Mary Kaitlin Cardullo
* Kathleen Margaret Kovalick
Kush Govind Patel
Kristy Nicole Reed
Nicholas Levan Tabidze

COMMUNICATION STUDIES
** Elle Airhart
Alexandra Kimberly Amato
Natalie Alejandra Bedon
Amanda E. Corrigan
David Trey Currey
Shawn Michael Graham
Roberto Eduardo Guillermo
Rebecca Michele Harrington
Lauren Lea Hogan
Thomas Earl Hudkins
Carson Lindsey Loftus
Daniel Steven Misotti
Brianna Mildred Robbins
Mason Jerome Short
Lauren Paige Williams

CRIMINOLOGY
Abdullah Mutlaq S. Alazaima
Arron Alexander Arreguin
Hannah Jeanellen Cobb
Jesse Aaron Diococco
Thomas Triana Fante
Taylor Danielle Fink
Carly Nicole Frey
Abbie Marie Graora
Samantha Kelsea Grollman
Mea Sydnee Hill
Kali Janell Kurum
Joshua Harel Lambert
Taylor M. Lively
Jason Marshal Mayles
Alexander Steele Nelson
Micah Leigh Ohlinger
Dakota Ben Owen
Kaitlyn Marie Smith
Brittnee Lynn Underwood

ENGLISH
John Breves
Haelei Jean Cavender
* Lauren Marie Compton
Daniel Douglas Harris
Amy Nicole Marino
Samuel Allen Martens
Nathaniel Adam Peters

ENVIRONMENTAL GEOSCIENCE
Eric Peter Dillemuth
* Evan Michael McWreath
Victor Joseph Sampayo
* Amber Rochelle Williams

GEOGRAPHY
Gerardo Aguilar Valera
* Andrew Jacob Bean
Daniel Gregory Suite
* Amber Rochelle Williams

HISTORY
Evan Roger Cline
Madison Leigh Hall
Brandon Thomas Ice
Joshua Ray Lively
Jacie Lynn Whinnery

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Tyler Craig Anderson
John Anthony Driscoll
* Amanda Lynn Jones
So Ra Park
Kayleigh Irene Schorr

MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Percy Andre Cabrera
Asya Omari Cureton
Jonathan Humberto Herrera
Bria Mariah Joyner
Jescharelle Samira Reams

PHILOSOPHY
Samuel M. Bloom
Faun S. Cushman

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Munkhtushig Bayarbat
Tony Allan Espinoza
Sean Thomas Fitzwater
** Todd A. Hull
Brandon Thomas Ice
Brenna Leslie Jones
Collin Patrick Kennedy
Nathaniel Adam Peters
** Chandler E. Strogen

PSYCHOLOGY
Olivia Ann Adonizio
Anna Katarina Lizon
Lanay Montgomery
Allison Nicole Shambaugh
Katelyn Louise Slone
Anne Lauren Sobka
* Zachary K. Whitten

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Mandi Celeste Jetaime Kisner
Tyler Harrison Lucas

SLAVIC AND EAST EUROPEAN STUDIES
Loren Murphy Stout

SOCIOLGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
Noelia Balcazar
Garrett Vaughan Jones Clark
Morgan Copley
Delilah Dawn Ruebush
Patricia Ann Thompson
Cody Robert Wagner

WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES AND
LINGUISTICS
Percy Andre Cabrera
** Eli Daniel Steinman

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Arts (continued)

December 2016

ANTHROPOLOGY
*** Alexandra Katelyn Mullins

BIOLOGY
** Khaled Mohamad Naser Aldabek
      Abdulaziz Alzayed
†** Cierra Peyton Geho
†*** Nadia Mardmomen
      Maddison Storm McPherson
* Whitney Denise Poling

CHEMISTRY
      Evan Jensen Heslep
      Colin Nicholas Siple

COMMUNICATION STUDIES
      Mohammed Al Salem
* Valiciti Nacole Arcuri
      Tyler J. Aune
      Kyle Edward Bosch
      Melissa Marie Cain
      Kristina Noor Crowley
      Adam Matthew DeAngelo
      John Joseph DeAngelo IV
      Conner Daniel Edwards
      Sean P. Fee
      Meredith Ann Finan
      John Francis Gardiner IV
      Michael Luke Garrity
      Ivan Orlando Gonzalez
      Krystal M. Hausvater
      Austin Chad Jeffries
      Taylor Leigh Johnson
      Norbert Rolf Klusmann Jr.
      Catherine Louise Lowther
      John David Roesch
      Bryden R. Rosneburgh
      Casey G. Shelton
      Connor Shipley
      Delaney Rose Steffen

CRIMINOLOGY
      Hamdan Ali Al Neyadi
* Mohammed Nedaila Al Nuaimi
      Abdulaziz Tariq Alessa Jr.
      Mohammed Tariq Alessa
      Conrad David George Antonik
      Kydessa Tylee Bell
      Nicole Lynne Berdar
* Jessica Ann Browning
      Ashley Dianne Bryant
      John Jude Cavanagh
      Nicholas James Cleary
      Jerri Lee Dreisbach
      Brian Allan Duffy
      Nicholas A. Eastman
*** Kylie Evans
      Angelo Thomas Figueroa
      Riley Ann Foreman
      Brian Thomas Frawley
      Brandon Kyle Galindo
      Alexander George Gardiner
      Rachel Kathryn Gehringer
      Nathan Brice Ghareeb
      Brianna Christine Hudak
      Zachary Allan Jennings
      Samuel Paul Jones
      John Mahn Kim
      William Bagdley Kimball
* Brandon Scott Long
      Conor Clark Long
      Devonte Delone-DeQuan Mathis
      Sarah B. Messenger
      Cody Allen Miller
      Shawnesha Charlene Minor
      Jodi Nicole Morris
      Najir Baggio Richardo Myles
* Allison Brooke Pritt
      Kristin Carol-Ann Robas St.
      Tyler Ferrell Roe
      Christian Desiree' Ross
      Quincy Michael Smith
      Logan Ray Somerville
      Justin Tyler Stanley
*** Destinee Lee Starcher
      John Linbergh Stockett III
      Michael Xavier Tilley
*** Andrew Paul Tustin
      Rachel Lynne Viens
      Jzanese Alexandria Weekes
      Rory Zukoff

ECONOMICS
      Abdulaziz Sulaiman Alsulayem
      Killian Anthony Kei-Boguinard
      Hisham Nassar
†*** Franklin Latimer Roberts
      Maxwell Alexander Robinson

ENGLISH
      Paige Grace Adams
      Anthony Paul Borrelli
      Colleen York Collier
      Megan Kathryn Graves
      Hope Hart
*** Olivia Morgan Haught
      Archibald Robinson Hoxton
* James Matthew Jarrett
      Jacob Robert King
      Megan Lea Lawrence
      Natalya Anne Luttinger
* James Vernan McDonald
      Conor Lachlan McVicker
* Tess Walker Robinson
      Samantha Rae Thomas
      Sarah Belle Wagner

ENVIRONMENTAL GEOSCIENCE
      Hamda Alwaheidi
      John Andrew Badger
** Janelle Crista Bernosky
      Madelyn Bures
      Timothy Ryan Simpkin

GEOGRAPHY
** Janelle Crista Bernosky
      Madelyn Bures
      Jordan Michael Edkins
      Dawit Demissesse Goshu
      Andrew Seth Jones
* Patrick Elliot Mang
      Haley Elizabeth Marshall
      Andrew William Osborne
** John Wesley Todd

HISTORY
      Raphael Ambrose-Knight
      Colby Scott Burl
* Paul Michael Coffy
      Ian Stewart Cook
      Maya Lindsay Deering
      Patrick Sean Donegan
      Patrick Joseph Eger
      Robert William Gault
†*** Garrett Abrahm Harper
      John Porter Pringle
      Zachary Graham Solomon
      Sarah Belle Wagner
      Joseph Anthony Wakim III
      Clint Aaron Waldon

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
      Katelyn Lakota Blosser
      Zakiyy Naji Callahan
      Kathleen Mae Buenviaje Claro
      Nicholas Allen Eplin
†* Cecily Christine Flight
      Kathryn V. Funk
      Jasmine Alexandra Heartley
      Anis Binti Huszainey
      Gregory Thomas Ludlow
      Erich Reese Maxey

* Cum Laude        ** Magna Cum Laude        *** Summa Cum Laude        † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Arts (continued)

Julius M. McCall
Madison Chandler Nave
Leo James Nolan
Alexander Carmichael Perryman
* Callen Rebekah Prokity
Easton Patrick Renwick
* Trinity Richardson
Ted Matthew Schoenborn

†*** Caleb David Shaw
Zachary W. Simon
* Anna Kathryn Stevens
** John Wesley Todd
Mitzi Liliana Vivar
** Nicholas Edward Walker
Analeigh Willett
*** Erin Marie Zern

MATHEMATICS
* Georgette Louise Goodwin
Toriane Genelle Graal

MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Mason Fanning
Brandon Michael Gunter
Alyssa Maria Concetta LoVerso

PHILOSOPHY
Brandon Anthony Chinn
Abbie Alexis Cook

PHYSICS
Rebecca Claire Jones

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Zachery Seth Abe I
Waleed Saad A. Alqureni
Emily Frances Birkhead
Fatou Bittaye
Braulio Alexander Cabral
Lucas Mateo Chapa
Brandon Anthony Chinn
Maya Lindsay Deering
Ryan Joseph Gaffney
Vincent Gallo
Evon Arthur Grizzard
* Kelsey Jean Gross
*** Meghan Elizabeth Hissam
Maxim Kowal
Samuel Edward Kuca
** Stephani Shae Lawrence
*** Nathan Andrew Lewis
* Sara McKenzie Logsdon
Abby Jo Lutz
** Mariah Nicole Mandy
Ashley Nicole Molyneux
Alyssa Nicole Morgan
*** Stephanie Nicole Musso
Dominic Alexander Papa
†*** Franklin Latimer Roberts
Katherine Paige Simmons
Matthew Zoltan Takats
Andrew Wesley Truax
Dalton Thomas Westfall

PSYCHOLOGY
Virginia Kehli Bernstein
Stephen J. Bradley
Melanie M. Cella
Ivy Eugene Drewery
Logan Matthew Frum
†** Cierra Peyton Geho
Martha Gorrell
*** Olivia Morgan Haught
Alyssa Dawn Haynes
Alexandrea Louise Hott
William Hoy
Hayley Renee Lafferty
* Elizabeth Anne Lee
Taylor Marie Lombardi
Derontae Mason
* Alexandria Rose Mazza
Courtney Leann McDonald
Joshua Caleb Meade
Victoria Leigh Moneyhun
** Molly Kay Moore
* Maha Jamal Nasef
Chelsey Marianne Naum
Jessica Renee Scarlett
Sierra Morgan Schultz
Lauren Alexa Seggie
Carly Sieczkowski
Sarah Nicole Spinelli
Brandon Benjamin Stephens
Natalie Jean Washabaugh
Laura Marie Webb
Taylor Nichole Whipkey
Abigail Kaye Yablonsky
Toni Nicole Young
Inna Zudilina

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Nathan Lee Arnold
Ethan Daniel Davis
** Cierra Peyton Geho

SLAVIC AND EAST EUROPEAN STUDIES
* Anna Kathryn Stevens

SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
Mykal Katerina Antonik
Ian Stewart Cook
Antonio Antwan Crawford
Amanda Renea Davis
Andrew David Laspe
Rushel Shell

WOMEN'S AND GENDER STUDIES
*** Alexandra Katelyn Mullins
Rebecca Jayne Rohn
Samantha Rae Thomas
Emily Elizabeth Zadjura
Inna Zudilina

WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES AND LINGUISTICS
Matthew Wayne DeBerry
Conner Daniel Edwards
Kiana Rae Hoyle
Tyler Jacob Long
Carli Renae Reed
* Sarah Ann Schmid
†*** Caleb David Shaw
Travis Carrington Surratt
Analeigh Willett
*** Erin Marie Zern

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

August 2016

Brady Aurel Albert
Scott J. Boglioli
Teyanna Janelle Boyd
Zachary Thomas Brooks
Lynn Marie Campbell
Tyler Stephens Conaway
Ashley Connors
Alexis Breanne Creason
Curtis James Daily
Abigail Marie Easton
* Taylor Marie Fordyce
Robert Karl Frevel
Richard Tennyson Geldbaugh
Jared Logan Goldenberg
Gabriella Nicole Gonzales
Jordan Tyler Greenburg
Gretchen Greynolds
Megan E. Haskell
Robert John Hibbs
Julie Higgins
Lacey Taylor-Jo Hughes
Elizabeth Regan Jarvis
Kiley Ariel King
Eric Lamont Kinsey
Nicole Alina Kurtanich
Emily Marie Lacy
Nathan Alexander Lamb
Curtis Jeffrey Lee
Michael Alan Lynn Jr.
Jake Robert Maffucci
Lyn Esther Malandrino
Ryan Matheson
Anthony Christian Matteo
Michael Anthony Mazzola
Jeffrey Connor McKissick
Joseph Hogan Mehrtens
Martin Mihaly
* Rachel Alexandria Miller
Gina Michele Morris
Jessica O. Morton
Shawn Nosal
Matthew James O’Rourke
Jaysean Paige
Dana Marie Porrello
Brittany Ann Porti
Nathaniel Tri Pezzi
Zachary Tyler Sams
Matthew Tyler Scheff
William Lee Stewart
Jonathan Clifton Thornton
Anjelica Samone Trimmier
Jessica Ann Vanderpool
Garrett C. Villers
Anthony Jayson Vizcarrondo
Sean Thomsen Whitney
Stephen John Yacubovich

** Cum Laude

December 2016

Austyn Terrence Accoo
Erin H. Adair
Dylan M. August
Christopher Michael Babice
Brandon Jon Bachik
Ayfer Bagsever
William Russell Bard
Lucas Donald Berkey
** Susan Elyse Boland
Aaron Joseph Borenstein
Christopher William Buchanan
Ellis Jermaine Burgess
Alexandra Leigh Buzzo
Hodari Devonn Christian II
Tara Charlene Cogar
Paranny April Crawford
Kennedy Allyse Durbin
Keith Jacob Englehart
Katelynn Farabaugh
Justine Lorraine Farley
Chad V. Felix
Matthew Paul Ferguson
Bryce Fordyce
Jasmine Lashay Frye
Andrew Frederick Gandee
Shelton DeAndre Gibson
Trella Catherine Greaser
Natalie Jewel Harris
Heather Murphy Hatfield
Robert Edward Hayes Jr.
Daniel Joseph Hemmelgarn
Ashley Jo Hileman
Elizabeth Holguin
Stephen Cornwell Hopkins IV
** Ariel D. Jackson
Laura Jacovetty
Jordan Erica Johnson
Sean R. Jones
David Heath Kale
Jordan Michael Keaton
Casey Michael Kerns
Connie Marie Krauss
Mary Winifred Maloney
James Edward Marino
Catherine Quinn Martin
Luke Spencer Martin
Mphatso Wycliffe Mgangira
Calvin Bernard Moore Jr.
Nicholas Morales
Daylin Alexis Myers
Noble Chibuike Nwachukwu
John Evan Oddenino
Nicholas Patrick O’Reilly
Adam Leon Pankey Jr.
Kyle Joseph Pelech
Jalen Marie Petrucci

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science

August 2016

BIOLGY
*** Zeinab Jankh Atiah
†** Jenay Saffronia Grant
Elias George Haikal
Nina Chanel Ildari
Michael Vincent Matson
Lauren Renee McKenzie
* Thomas Gage Powell
Cassidi Joy Ruggeri
Nicole Elizabeth Wilson
** Brandon Michael Wright
Heather Renee Wujek

CHEMISTRY
Jay Douglas Reilly

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Matthew Todd Baldwin

FORENSIC AND INVESTIGATIVE SCIENCE
Jay Douglas Reilly
Cassidi Joy Ruggeri
Amy Elizabeth Severs
Nicole Elizabeth Wilson

GEOLGY
*** Maria af Rolen
* Fadel Abbas Alhussain
Aaron Wayne Beam
* Andrew Jacob Bean
** Thomas J. Burich
  Michael Gregory Carone
  Jared Carte
  Adam Jefferey Michael Field
  Ethan Alexander Flanigan
  Warren Scott Friend
  Zachary Adam Heck
  William Lee Hinkle Jr.
  Joshua William Holderer
  John James Jackson
  Heather Elaine Jewell
  Paul Eugene Keeley III
  Russell Teter Linger IV
  Ryan Patrick McGonagle
†* Catherine Paylor Metzgar
  Alexander Benjamin Pence
  Joseph Elliott Precise
  Ian Tyler Pringle
  Shelby Alexandra Rebrook
  Miles Mark Langly Reed
  Matthew Wade Rogers
  Carter Michael Scheffler
  Karac Anthony Seech
  Robert Justin Severt
  * Nolan Sollenberger
  Benjamin M. Virgin
  Wesley Ward

† University Honors

December 2016

BIOCHEMISTRY
Kaylee Rose Derringer
** Lindsay R. O'Donnell

BIOLOGY
** Hussain Ali Ali
** Mark Anthony Arbuiso
  Brittany Renee Carver
*** Shannon Lynn Coffey
*** Matthew Allen Dolan
  William Bainard Graff
†*** Tricia J. Harenza
  Nicole Elizabeth Herbst
  Hannah Leigh Kaufhold
  * Amber Lindsey
†*** Eric Wayne Lundstrom
  Hannah Michelle Marshall
  Alexis Ann Maynard
  Austin Wilson McKitrick
  Samantha Rose Morris
** Natalie Louise Nedley
  Conner Marvin Norman
  Morgan Taylor Parsons
  Gregory Robert Rubbo
  Brian John Ruffolo
  Victor Joseph Shields
  * Gabrielle Alexa Skaggs
  William C. Smith
†** Payton Mackenzie Southall
  Madeline Mary Tappe
  ** Teresa Marie Tiedge
  Lyndseae Aline Vine
  Andrew Foster Wiesenmayer

CHEMISTRY
Jonathan Keith Davis
Meaghan Kathleen DeBoer

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Veronica Blackshire
Shelby Renee Shuff

FORENSIC AND INVESTIGATIVE SCIENCE
** Teresa Marie Tiedge

PSYCHOLOGY
Brittany Noell Davis
Ashley Nichole Gehman
Elizabeth Maureen Getty
Nicole Marie Goots
Russell Grant Hill
* Alexis Brianne Noe'
Arti Yogesh Patel
Kristen Gabrielle Wandling

December 2016

PSYCHOLOGY
Brittany Noell Davis
Ashley Nichole Gehman
Elizabeth Maureen Getty
Nicole Marie Goots
Russell Grant Hill
* Alexis Brianne Noe'
Arti Yogesh Patel
Kristen Gabrielle Wandling

GEOLGY
Abdulrahman Ahmed Alghamdi
Caleb Levon Alt
Brittany Irene Brush
Logan Pyne Eastep
Jeffrey Ryan Fletcher
John Asa Guice
Timothy Grant Hunter II
Eric Joseph Isabell
Matthew Ryan Koerner
Alexander Long
Samatha Rose Morris
Thomas Joel Palank
Jacob Clint Reinier
Leah Marie Runion
Nikita Pravin Sangani
Nicholas Richard Stano
Jason Michael Sutton

INDUSTRIAL MATH AND STATISTICS
Robert Paul Orzewicz

MATHEMATICS
Alexander Ara Abrahamian
Zachary Paul Herberger
Claude Michael Sigley

PHYSICS
Zachary Paul Herberger
Tessa Michelle Maynard
Logan Carlson Shamberger
Jonathan Randolph Tucker

PSYCHOLOGY
Joshua Hursel Addington
Jaimie Nicole Bennett
Sean Michael Bernatowicz
Joseph J. Buddemeyer
Thomas James Cumpston I
†** Rachel M. Fridley
  Maya Gabrielle Friedman
  Vincent Anthony Hornig
†* Austin William McKitrick
  Courtneay Marie Patient
  Amira Glynn Peace
  Nicole Elizabeth Phillips
†* Robert Walter Ralston
  Andrew Michael Ray
  William C. Smith
  Maribeth Warman
  Julianne Wiegand

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Social Work

August 2016
  Taylor Marie Bugas
  ** Amber Dawn Ringer

December 2016
  †* Hailey Renee Asmussen
  Jordan Alexander Bailey
  Amanda Kirsten Bohrer
  Hannah Laurel Bowman
  Justine Nicole Britt
  Matthew Sisum Capozzola
  Jiayan Chen
  Meagan Lynn Crites
  Gretchen Emily Ervin
  Sharon Elaine France
  ** Haley Elizabeth Gray Hinchman
  Jesse Tyler Hedrick
  Chandler Ann Marie Hutcheson
  Christopher Adam Jones

Certificate

August 2016
  APPLIED STATISTICS
    Edmond Berisha
    James John Cogley
    Susan Shuhong Xu
  CULTURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
    Michelle Anna Sloane
  INTEGRATED MENTAL AND BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
    Kevin Michael Shon

December 2016
  APPLIED STATISTICS
    Ritesh Madineni
    Ying Pei
    Xiaofei Shi
    Dan Zhang
  CULTURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
    Ruthana McNeel Beezley
  GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT
    Cecily Christine Flight
  HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATION
    Tammy Davis Keough
  WOMEN'S AND GENDER STUDIES
    Lauren Ashley Deckelbaum
    Sera Ann Mathew

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Congratulations from the WVU Alumni Association

Congratulations Graduates!

You did it. After years of hard work and dedication, you’ve earned your West Virginia University degree. On behalf of the WVU Alumni Association, I applaud you for reaching this important milestone.

You will soon learn that your West Virginia University experience did not end at graduation. A part of your alma mater will always be with you. You are a Mountaineer forever!

As you prepare to embark on the next phase of your life, know that it’s not you against the world. You are now part of a growing network of close to 200,000 fellow Mountaineers across the globe. I assure you that wherever your Country Roads may take you, your alumni family will be there.

To help you stay connected, we are providing your first-year membership in the WVU Alumni Association as a graduation gift to you. I encourage you to join your local chapter and take advantage of our valuable services such as life skills seminars, electronic communications and opportunities to connect with fellow graduates.

You can learn more about the WVU Alumni Association and how we serve you and your alma mater by visiting alumni.wvu.edu.

I’m proud of you and your fellow graduates and am eager to help you remain connected with our alma mater.

In Mountaineer Spirit,

Sean Frisbee, ’89
President and CEO, WVU Alumni Association
Vice President of Alumni Relations, WVU
West Virginia University Governance

Earl Ray Tomblin
Governor

Kay Huffman Goodwin
Cabinet Secretary, West Virginia Department of Education and the Arts

Paul L. Hill
Chancellor, West Virginia Higher Education Policy Commission
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Chair, Morgantown

Jenny Allen
Vice Chair, Shepherdstown

Kathy G. Eddy
Secretary, Parkersburg

Michael J. Farrell
Huntington

Kay Huffman Goodwin
Charleston

John Leon
Fairmont

Michael J. Martirano
Charleston

Andrew A. Payne III
Charleston

Clarence Pennington
Martinsburg

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Thomas V. Flaherty
Chair, Charleston

William D. Wilmoth
Vice Chair, Wheeling

Diane Lewis
Secretary, Morgantown

David B. Alvarez
Bridgeport

Gregory Babe
Pittsburgh, PA

W. Marston Becker
Juniper, FL

Ellen Cappellanti
Charleston

James W. Dailey II
Martinsburg

Stanley Hileman
Morgantown

J. Thomas Jones
Morgantown

Dixie L. Martinelli
Morgantown

Taunja Willis-Miller
Morgantown

Julie Merow
Morgantown

William O. Nutting
Wheeling

Edward L. Robinson
Charleston

J. Robert Rogers
Hurricane

Richard Turton
Morgantown

Kimberly Weaver
Silver Spring, MD

ADMINISTRATION OF WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY
E. Gordon Gee
President

Joyce McConnell
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Clay Marsh
Vice President and Executive Dean for Health Sciences